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ALLIED PARAMETERS 
TABLE SHOWS LABORATORY INVESTIGATION REPORT 
 
S.NO IP/OP.No Name AGE/ SEX 
TC Cells/ 
Cumm 
BLOOD URINE MOTION 
DC in (%) ESR (mm/ hr) Hb 
gms % Alb Sug Dep Ova/ cyst Bacteria P L E ½ hr 1 hr 
1. M 7261 Rukkumani 56 / F 7,000 57 40 3 6 12 10.4 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 1-2 Pus Nil Nil 
2. M 385 Babu 30 / F 8,200 59 41 - 4 8 11.0 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 2-4 Pus Nil Nil 
3. K 1872 Banu 31 / F 7,500 56 40 4 3 6 9.8 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 3-6 Pus Nil Nil 
4. T 8484 Aanandhi 44 / F 8,100 54 42 4 10 20 10.6 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 2-4 Pus Nil Klebsilla + 
5. T 3952 Subramanian 39 / M 8,700 55 42 3 10 22 10.0 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 1-2 Pus Nil Nil 
6. S 8211 Aarumugam 65 / M 7,800 53 43 4 2 4 14.6 Nil Nil 2-4 Epi 4-6 Pus Nil Nil 
7. U 092 Jeyalakshmi 62 / F 7,400 52 44 4 14 22 9.6 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 2-4 Pus Nil Nil 
8. T 4498 Kairunisha 37 / F 9,600 59 38 3 3 6 8.8 Nil Nil 2-4 Epi 4-6 Pus Nil Nil 
9 T 2840 Valli 45 / F 8,400 54 44 2 2 4 10.2 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 1-2 Pus Nil Nil 
10. S 2805 Muralidharan 37 / M 8,600 57 40 3 2 4 14.8 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 2-4 Pus Nil Nil 
11. T 6644 Manivel 42 / M 8,500 58 38 4 10 20 10.4 Nil Nil 2-4 Epi 2-4 Pus Nil Nil 
12. I 5551 Ningaraj 30 / M 8,000 56 40 4 2 4 9.4 Nil Nil 2-4 Epi 1-2 Pus Nil Nil 
13. S 1120 Jameela 47 / M 9,400 59 38 3 11 20 9.8 Nil Nil 1-2 Pus 1-2 Pus Nil Nil 
14. O 5212 Santhakumar 34 / M 8,500 56 41 4 7 14 10.6 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 2-4 Pus Nil Nil 
15. S 3991 Aarumugam 31 / M 8,800 58 42 - 3 6 10.0 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 2-4 Pus Nil Nil 
  
 S.NO IP/OP.No Name AGE/ SEX 
TC Cells/ 
Cumm 
BLOOD URINE MOTION 
DC in  % ESR (mm/ hr) Hb 
gms % Alb Sug Dep 
Ova/ 
cyst Bacteria P L E ½ hr 1 hr 
16 S 1932 Vijayakumar 54 / F 7,700 58 38 4 4 8 9.0 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 2-4 Pus Nil Nil 
17. Q 4681 Umadevi 39 / F 7,300 54 39 2 2 4 10.6 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 2-4 Pus Nil Nil 
18. R 7951 Mariammal 40 / F 8,100 40 3 4 11 20 11.4 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 1-2 Pus Nil Nil 
19. V 6891 Padmavathy 50 / F 8,400 52 44 4 7 14 11.0 Nil Nil 2-4 Epi 2-4 Pus Nil Nil 
20. V 7142 Tamilarasan 40 / M 8,500 55 42 3 3 6 10.2 Nil Nil 2-4 Epi 1-2 Pus  Nil Nil 
21. 196 Gomathy 56 / F 7,800 57 40 3 4 8 10.8 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 2-4 Pus Nil Nil 
22. 210 Geetha 50 / F 7,900 54 42 4 6 12 10.4 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 1-2 Pus Nil Nil 
23. 483 Natesan 76 / M 8,200 58 37 5 11 22 10.0 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 2-4 Pus Nil Nil 
24. 490 Manikkam 56 / M 8,600 57 41 2 2 4 12.6 Nil Nil 2-4 Epi 3-6 Pus Nil Nil 
25. 222 Chellam 42 / F 9,500 56 42 2 7 14 12.8 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 1-2 Pus Nil Nil 
26. 315 Lakshmi 57 / F 7,700 58 38 4 10 20 9.6 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 2-4 Pus Nil Nil 
27. 227 Maheswari 42 / F 9,300 56 42 2 7 14 9.2 Nil Nil 2-4 Epi 2-4 Pus Nil Nil 
28. 206 Aanandha Kumari 52 / F 
9,600 56 41 3 2 4 11.2 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 1-2 pus Nil Nil 
29. 232 Selvi 30 / F 8,000 57 40 3 6 12 10.6 Nil Nil 1-2 Epi 2-4 Pus Nil Nil 
30. 076 Kasthuri 47 / F 8,800 57 40 3 3 6 10.8 Nil Nil 2-4 Epi 3-6 Pus Nil Nil 
 
 
 
 
 
INTERPRETATION OF ENVAGAI THERVUGAL 
 
 
SL. 
NO 
IP/OP 
NO. NAME 
AGE/ 
SEX NAA NIRAM MOZHI VIZHI SPARISAM MALAM NEERKURI NEIKURI NAADI 
1. M 7261 Rukkumani 56 / F Veluppu Veluppu Urattha oli Veluppu Erichal 
Tenderness 
11o Kalichal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
2. M 385 Babu 30 / F Veluppu Manjal Thazhantha oli Veluppu Erichal 
Tenderness 
7o Kalichal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
3. K 1872 Banu 31 / F Veluppu Manjal Urattha oli Veluppu Erichal 
Tenderness 
7o Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Aravil 
Mothiram Valiazhal 
4. T 8484 Aanandhi 44 / F Veluppu Veluppu Urattha oli Veluppu Erichal 
Tenderness 
7o Kirumi 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
5. T 3952 Subramanian 39 / M Veluppu Maa padithal Karuppu Sama oli 
Veluppu 
Erichal 
Tenderness 
7o Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Aravil 
Mothiram Valiazhal 
6. S 8211 Aarumugam 65 / M Karuppu Vedippu Manjal Thazhantha oli 
M.C 
Erichal 
Tenderness 
3o Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
7. U 092 Jeyalakshmi 62 / F Veluppu Maapadithal Karuppu Urattha oli 
Veluppu 
Erichal 
Tenderness 
7o Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam + 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
8. T 4498 Kairunisha 37 / F Veluppu,P.A Maapadithal Manjal Uratha oli 
Veluppu 
Erichal 
Tenderness 
11o Sikkal 
Manjal 3+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
9. T 2840 Valli 45 / F Veluppu Manjal Uratha oli Veluppu Erichal 
Tenderness 
7o Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
10. S 2805 Muralidharan 37 / M Karuppu Maapadithal Karuppu Urattha oli 
M.C 
Erichal 
Tenderness 
11o Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
11. T 6644 Manivel 42 / M Veluppu Manjal Urattha oli Veluppu Erichal 
Tenderness 
7o Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
12. I 5551 Ningaraj 30 / M Veluppu Manjal Urattha oli Veluppu Erichal 
Tenderness 
11o Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam + 
Aravathil 
Mothiram Valiazhal 
13. S 1120 Jameela 47 / M Veluppu Maapadithal Veluppu Urattha oli 
Veluppu 
Erichal 
Tenderness 
3o Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam + 
Aravathil 
Mothiram Valiazhal 
14 O 5212 Santhakumar 34 / M Veluppu Veluppu Urattha oli Veluppu Erichal 
Tenderness 
7o Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
15. S 3991 Aarumugam 31 / M Veluppu  Veluppu Thazhantha oli 
Veluppu 
Erichal 
Tenderness 
3o Sikkal 
Manjal 3+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 TO 20  CASES – O.P;        20 TO 30 CASES – I.P;  M.C – Muddy Conjunctiva;    P.A  -  Photo attached;   
 Manjal 2+ - Dark Yellow;      Manjal 3 + - Reddish Yellow 
       
    
SL. 
NO 
IP/OP 
NO. NAME 
AGE/ 
SEX NAA NIRAM MOZHI VIZHI SPARISAM MALAM NEERKURI NEIKURI NAADI 
16 S 1932 Vijayakumar 54 / F Veluppu Maa Padithal 
Veluppu Uratthaloli Veluppu Erichal 
Tenderness 
7o Sikkal 
Manjal 3+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
17. Q 4681 Umadevi 39 / F Veluppu Veluppu Samaoli Veluppu Erichal 
Tenderness 
7o Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
18. R 7951 Mariammal 40 / F Veluppu Maa Padithal Veluppu Urattha oli 
Veluppu 
Erichal 
Tenderness 
7o Sikkal 
Manjal 3+ 
Foam + 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
19. V 6891 Padmavathy 50 / F Veluppu Maa Padithal Veluppu Urattha oli 
Veluppu 
Erichal 
Tenderness 
3o ,7o Kalichal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
20. V 7142 Tamilarasan 40 / M 
Maapadithal 
Vedippu 
Veluppu 
Manjal Urattha oli Veluppu Erichal 
Tenderness  
      7o  , P.A Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Aravil 
Mothiram Valiazhal 
21. 196 Gomathy 56 / F Veluppu Veluppu Urattha oli Veluppu Erichal 
Tenderness 
3o Sikkal 
Manjal 3+ 
Foam + 
Mothirathil 
Aravam,  Azhalvali 
22. 210 Geetha 50 / F  Veluppu Maapadithal Veluppu 
Thazhantha    
oli
Veluppu 
Erichal 
Tenderness 
7o Kalichal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam + 
Mothirathi 
Aravam P.A Azhalvali 
23. 483 Natesan 76 / M Veluppu Veluppu Thazhanthaoli
Veluppu 
Erichal 
Tenderness 
3o,7o ,11o Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
24. 490 Manikkam 56 / M Veluppu Veluppu Thazhanthaoli
Veluppu 
Erichal 
Tenderness 
7o  Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
25. 222 Chellam 42 / F Veluppu, P.A Vedippu Veluppu Sama oli 
Veluppu 
Erichal 
Tenderness 
3o,7o Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam + 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
26. 315 Lakshmi 57 / F Veluppu Veluppu Urattha oli Veluppu Erichal 
Tenderness 
3o Sikkal 
Manjal 3+ 
Foam + 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
27. 227 Maheswari 42 / F Veluppu Veluppu Sama oli Veluppu Erichal 
Tenderness 
3o,7o Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
28. 206 Aanandha Kumari 52 / F 
Veluppu Veluppu Urattha oli Veluppu Erichal 
Tenderness 
7o,11o Sikkal 
 Manjal 2+ 
Foam Nil 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
29. 232 Selvi 30 / F Veluppu Veluppu Urattha oli Veluppu Erichal 
Tenderness 
7o Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam + 
Mothirathil 
Aravam Azhalvali 
30. 076 Kasthuri 47 / F Veluppu Maapadithal Veluppu Urattha oli 
Veluppu 
Erichal 
Tenderness 
7o Sikkal 
Manjal 2+ 
Foam + 
Aravil 
Mothiram Valiazhal 
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INTRODUCTION 
                
Siddha system is one of the oldest systems of medicine in India. The 
term “Siddha” means achievement and the “Siddhars” were saintly figures. 
This system of medicine developed within the Dravidian culture which is of 
the pre-vedic period. 
   Siddha perhaps the earliest medical science that laid stress on positive 
health a harmonious blending of physical, mental, social, moral and spiritual 
welfare of an individual. The siddha system is well known for its 
complication free simplicity, credibility, accessibility, curability and good 
quality.                     
Every system of medicine should have some fundamental priniciples of 
its own and as such siddha system of medicine too has its own doctrine 
theory of fundamental principles based on hypothetical logic of nature’s law. 
This consists of Pancha bootha thathuvam, Thiridhosa thathuvam, Andapinda 
thathuvam. 
The universe is called macrocosm (Andam) and the human body is 
considered as the microcosm (pindam). If there is any change in the 
macrocosm, it will have its impact on the microcosm (human body). 
Both macrocosm and microcosm are formed by the basic five elements 
(pancha poothangal) namely earth, water, fire, air and sky. These five 
elements combined to form the three thathus namely vatham, pitham, 
kabham.                                   
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According to siddh.a system of medicine, Thathuvam is considered as 
a science that explains the functions of the human body from the cradle to the 
grave.  
There are 96 kinds of Thathuvams and they constitute the essential 
functions of the human organism and are at once the cause and effect of our 
physical and mental well-being. If the Muththathu’s are in healthy condition 
and when the balance is changed or altered, continuously or permanently 
brings illness that is Mukkuttram. 
Muththathu theory is the foundation stone of the siddha edifice; and 
the doctrine has been a perplexing problem to many a thinker. 
 Muththathus theory, which are the three humours in the human body. 
Vatha, Pitha, Kabham are called ‘Distempers’ when they are in excess or 
predominate and affect the temperant. These are called wind, bile and phlem 
respectively. In which Pitha or Bile reside in the solar region under the chest. 
 It is essential to investigate the root cause of the illness by keeping 
pathological signs and symptoms of the body with a reasonable knowledge in 
the physiology. 
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SIDDHA PHYSIOLOGY 
 According to Siddha System of medicine, thathuvam is considered as a 
science that explains the functions of the human body, from the cradle to the 
grave. The principles of thathuvams add a great deal to the scientific aspect 
of the siddha system of medicine. 
 A proper understanding of the 96 kinds of thathuvams are there fore 
essential, for an adequate realization of the thridosha theory, the examination 
of the pulse, urine, etc. the etiology and prognosis of the diseases and also 
the selection of remedies. 
 There are 96 kinds of thathuvams and they constitute the essential 
functions of the human organism and are at once the cause and effect of our 
physical and mental well being. The thathuvam is the first and foremost of 
the conception, on which the theory and medicine is based. 
 The physiology in the siddha system involves 96 basic factors, seven 
constituent elements, 14 reflexes and four body fires. 
96 Basic Factors 
 Physiology means ‘Thathuvam’. The basic principles that constitute 
the human being are called Thathuvam. 
1.      Bootham    - 5  
2. Pori             - 5 
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3. Pulan             - 5 
4. Kanmenthiriyam   - 5 
5. Kanma vidayangal           - 5 
6. Anthakaranam           - 4 
7. Arivu            - 1 
8. Naadi    - 10 
9. Vayu             - 10 
10. Aasayam    - 5 
11. Kosam    - 5 
12. Aadharam    - 6 
13. Mandalam            - 3 
14. Malam    - 3 
15. Thodam    - 3 
16. Eadanai    - 3 
17. Gunam    - 3 
18. Vinai             - 2 
19. Raagam    - 8 
20. Avathai    - 5 
Panchapootham 
1. Earth    -     Bulk, motionless, heavy and dense growth of objects. 
2. Water   -    Giving pleasure, coolness, soaking, viscid, soft, slimy and flowing. 
3. Fire      -     Hot, dry, sharp, burning, colour and light.      
4. Air       -     Denseless ness, dryness, easiness inhalation, feeling sad and fatigue.  
         5. Space    -      Miniute, clear and sharp.  
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Iymporigal  
1. Mei (skin)      -   Predominant air element to feel the sense of touch. 
2. Vai (tongue)   -   Predominant water element, to realise the taste.  
3. Kan (eye)        -   Predominant fire element to see the object. 
4. Mooku (nose) -   Predominant earth element, to smell the odour. 
5. Sevi (ear)        -   Predominant space element, to hear sound. 
 Iympulangal 
1. Sensation 
     2. Taste 
     3. Vision 
     4. Smell 
     5. Audition 
  Kanmenthiriyangal and Kanmavidayangal  
1. Kai (Hands) – Giving and taking are carried out with the influence of five 
elements. 
2. Kaal (Legs) – The walking takes place in relation with Air elements. 
3. Vai (Mouth) – the speech occurs in relation with the space elements. 
4. Karuvai (Reproductive organ) -In relation with earth element it causes 
ejaculation and ensures pleasure on account of reproduction.(Semen or ovum 
voided) 
5. Eruvai (Excretory organ) - The excreta is removed in association with water 
element. (Motion, urine voided). 
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Anthakaranam 
1. Manam (Mind)   - Thinking. 
2. Putthi (Intellect) - Analyses 
3. Siddham             - Achieves 
4. Ahankaram.        - Decides 
Arivu 
       To analyse Nalvinai and Theevinai. 
Naadi  
1. Idakali  : Starts from the right bigtoe and ends at the left nostril. 
2. Pingalai  : Starts from the left bigtoe and ends at the right nostril. 
3. Suzhumunai  : Starts from the perineum and extends up to the centre of the  
                                head.                                                                          
4. Siguvai  : Located at the root of the tongue, it helps in swallowing the          
                                food and water. 
5. Purudan   : Located in right eye. 
6. Kanthari   : Located in left eye. 
7. Aththi   : Located in the right ear. 
8. Alampudai  : Located in the left ear. 
9. Sangini   : Located in the genital organs. 
10. Gugu    : Located in anorectal region. 
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Vayu - 10 
1. Praanan   
This controls knowldege, mind and the five sense organs, which        
                        are useful    for  breathing and digestion. 
2. Abaanan (Keezh Nokku Kaal) 
   This is responsible for all downward movements such as passing    
                       of urine, stools, semen, menstrual flow etc. 
3. Samaanan (Nadukkaal) 
  This aids in proper digestion. 
4. Viyaanan (Paravukaal) 
  This is responsible for movements of all parts of the body. 
5. Uthaanan (Mel Nokku Kall) 
  Responsible for all upward visceral movements such as                     
                    Vomitting, Eructation and Nausea. 
6. Naagan  
  Responsible for opening and clossing the eyes. 
7. Koorman  
  Responsible for vision and yawning. 
8. Kirukaran  
  Responsible for salaivation, nasal secretion and appetite. 
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9. Dhevathaththan  
  Responsible for laziness, sleeping and anxiety. 
10. Thananjeyan  
  Produces bloating of the body after the death. It escapses on the third 
day after death bursting out of the cranium. 
 
Aasayam  
     1. Amarvasayam (Digestive organ): Stomach, where the place intake of           
        food Stays. 
     2. Pagirvasayam (Absorbing place): Intestine, where the place the food  
        Absorption takes place.   
     3. Salavasayam (excretory organ): Kidney, where the place formation         
        and excretion of urine takes place.       
4.Malavasayam (Excretory pathway to faecal matters): 
        Rectum and anus, where the place expulsion and stasis of      
   Undigested food takes place.  
5.Sukkilavasayam (Reproductive organs): where the place Semen 
  Secretion and storage takes place. 
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Kosam  
 They are five in numbers as follows. 
     1.  Annamaya kosam (Physical sheath):  
 Constituted by seven physical constituents  
     2.  Pranamaya kosam (Respiratory sheath):  
 Constituted  by Pranan and the motor organs.  
     3.  Manomaya kosam (Mental sheath):  
 Constituted  by the mind and the sense organs. 
    4. Vignanamaya kosam (Intellectual sheath):  
 Constituted  by the intellect and the sense organs.   
    5.  Anandhamaya kosam (Blissful sheath):  
 Constituted  by the Pranan and the subtle body.   
Aadharam  
   1. Mooladharam:  Situated at the base of the spinal column between the 
                                     genital organs and anal orifice. 
   2. Swadhittanam:  Located two fingers above the Moolaadhaaram.  It is 
                                      to be found between the genital and navel region. 
   3. Manipooragam: Located eight fingers above the swadhittanam.  It is  
                                      encircled  by 1008 nerves and is the very root of all  
                                      the nerves. It is situated  at the navel centre. 
   4. Anagadham    : It is situated at the location of the heart, 10 fingers above  
                                      the manipooragam. 
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   5. Visuthi           : It is situated ten fingers above the anagatham.  This is located                                    
                               in Throat. 
   6. Aakkinai         : It is situated between the two eye brows. 
 
Mandalam 
   1. Agni Mandalam : This is located at the place where the prithivi and the  
                                        appu meet.  It is found two fingers above the moolatharam. 
   2. Gnayiru Mandalam: Located four fingers above the umbilicus.  It is found 
                                              in heart centre. 
   
 3. Thingal Mandalam: This lies in the centre of the eyebrows from where                                                
                                           emerges brightness like that of millions of moons and                                         
                                           stars. 
 
Malam 
     1. Aanavam   : This act marks clarity of thought of knowing power of the soul, 
yielding to the egocentric consciousness like I am a mine considering everything to be his 
own. 
     2. Mayai       : This serves as an obstacle by claiming ownership of the property of   
someone else and inviting troubles. 
     3. Kanmam  : It goes in collusion with the other two, responsible for incurring    
‘paavam’ the sin and ‘punniyam’ the virtuous dead. 
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Thodam 
    1. Vatham   - Vayu + Aahayam  
    2. Pitham    - Theyu. 
   3. Kapham  -  Appu +Piruthivi. 
Eadanai 
    1. Porul Patru           : Affinity to acquire wealth. 
    2.  Pudhalvar Patru  : Affinity towards human being. 
    3.  Ulaga Patru         :  Affinity to retain in the world 
Gunam  
  1. Sathuva gunam  
                                The Grace, control of the five Senses, Wisdom, Penance, Generosity,     
Excellence, Silence   and truthfulness . 
 2. Rasatha gunam  
                              Enthusiasm, Wisdom, Valour, Virtue, Penance, Offering gifts, 
  Art of learning and Listening. 
3. Thamasa gunam 
                                Immorality, Lust, Anger, Killing, Laziness, Violation of Justice,             
Prolonged Sleep, Gluttonousness Falsehood, forgetfulness and Fraud. 
Vinai 
   1. Nal vinai: The good karma that promotes meritorious acts. 
   2. Thee vinai: The evil karma being the sin for committing sinful act. 
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Ragam  
1. Kaamam        – Desire. 
2. Kurotham      – Hat’red  
3. Lopam           – Misery 
4. Mokam          – Infactuation. 
5. Madham        – Rut 
6. Maacharyam – Envy 
7. Idumbai         – Suffering afflication 
8. Agankaram   – Ego 
 
Avathai  
1.  Nanavu: 
 This state exists between the eye-brows, the four strengths, the five senses, the 
five actions and the four anthakarnas are active in this state.  One is able to experience the 
pleasures and pains. 
 
2.   Kanavu:  
              Dream state is one in which the five senses and five actions lie dormant               
at throat. 
   
3.  Urakkam:   
 This is the state in which the anthakaranas are associated with the soul but these 
things could not be expressed to others and its seat being thorax. 
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4.  Perurakkam:    
             The ceevathma, along with wisdom lies at the naval region.  Here respiration 
takes place. 
 
 5.  Uyirppadakkam: 
  All the fourteen, the senses, actions and Anthakaranas are detached from the 
ceevathma.  The ceevathma deeply immersed in the Mulaathaaram without the awareness 
of malam (impurity), Mantham (Sloth) Mayai (delusion) and sense of touch. 
 
 
Muthathukkal 
 The three basic humours are 
  1. Vatham  
  2. Pitham 
  3. Kabham 
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Locations and functions of Muththathukkal 
Dhosham 
 
Location Characters Functions 
Vatham 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pitham 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kabham 
Abanan, faeces, 
Idakalai, pelvic bone, 
spermatic cord, skin, 
nerves, joints, hairs, 
muscles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pinkalai, pranan,  
urinary bladder, 
moolagni, heart, head, 
umbilicus, abdomen, 
stomach ,sweat, saliva, 
blood, chyle, eye,skin. 
 
 
 
 
 
Samanan, suzhumunai, 
head, glabella, tongue, 
uvula, fat, bone, 
marrow, blood, nose, 
chest, nerves, bone, 
brain, colon, eye, 
joints. 
Giving briskness, 
respiration, functioning 
the body and mind 
regulation of the 14 
urges, functioning of 
the 7 somatic 
components, 
production and 
strengthening of the 
five sensory organs 
 
 
 
 
 
Digestion, heat, vision, 
hunger, thirst, taste, 
luster, complexion, 
Intelligence, courage, 
softness of the body. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stability, lubrication, 
holding together of the 
joints, ability to cope 
with hunger, thirst, 
worry, heat. 
 
Body pain, Twitching, 
pricking pain, 
inflammations, 
dryness of skin, 
Hardness of limbs. 
Astringent taste in the 
mouth. Traumatic 
pain, constipation, 
oliguria, 
Poercing pain in the 
bone, blakish 
discolouration of the 
skin, stool, urine and 
conjunctive. 
 
Thermostasis, acidity, 
sweating, dizziness, 
hemolysis, 
hemopoiesis, 
yellowish 
discolouration of skin, 
eye, faeces, and urine, 
anxiety, altered sense 
of taste as bitter and 
sour. 
 
Fair complexion, 
courage, itching, cold, 
immobility of the 
joints, pallor skin, 
indigestion, excessive 
sleep, sweetness in 
mouth, discoloured 
skin, eye, faeces, 
urine, dullness, 
heaviness. 
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Types of Pitham 
1. Analapitham  
  It promotes appetite and helps in digestion. 
2. Ranjagapitham  
  It gives colour to the blood. 
3. Piraasagam  
  It gives complexion to the skin. 
4. Aalosagam 
  It brightens the eyes. 
5. Saathagam 
  It controls the whole body. It has the property of fulfillment. 
 
Types of Kapham 
1. Avalambagam 
                     It lies in the lungs, controls the heart and other kabam digestion . 
2. Kilethagam 
  It lies in the stomach, makes the food moist, soft and helps in      
                    digestion.  
3. Pothagam 
  It lies in the tongue responsible for identifying taste . 
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4. Tharpagam 
  Present in the head and responsible for the coolness of both eyes. 
5. Santhigam 
  Present in the joints responsible for the lubrication and free 
movement of the joints. 
Udal Thathukkal 
1. Saaram  - Contains nutrients from digested food and  
ourishes all the tissues, organs and system. Responsible for growth and 
development. Enriches the blood. 
2. Senneer  - Responsible for the intellect nourishment  
strength and valour of the body. 
3. Oon           -      Shapes the body and its organs in accordance with 
their activity. Nourishes the bones. 
4. Kozhuppu - Maintains the lubrication of all tissues and gives  
energy to the body. 
5. Enbu           - Supports and protects the organs. Fundamental 
requirement for posture, movement of the body. 
6. Moolai  - Fill up the bone spaces. Nourishes the bones and 
imparts strength. 
7. Venneer  - Responsible for the propagation of species. 
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Fourteen Natural Urges  
  The natural reflexes, excretion, protective and preventive mechanisms   
are called 14 vegangal. 
 
They are, 
 1.  Vatham     
 2.  Thummal  
 3.  Siruneer 
 4.  Malam 
 5. Kottavi  
 6.  Pasi  
 7.  Neervetkai  
 8.  Erumal 
 9.  Elaippu 
 10. Thookkam 
 11. Vaanthi  
 12. Kanneer  
 13. Sukkilam or suronitham 
 14. Suvasam   
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       The natural urges are the indications of our body functions and they should 
not be obstructed forcibly. 
1.  Abanan (flatus air) 
       If one resists the flatus air completely or partially, he will be inflicted with the 
diseases of the chest, flatulence, constipation, pricking sensation throughout the body, 
Vatha Gunmam (acute abdominal pain), Kudal Vatham, loss of appetite and oliguria 
occur because of diminished digestive fire. 
2.  Sneezing 
       Kiruharan vayu which lodges with nose is responsible for sneezing.  It causes 
head ache, pain in the sense organs, facial paralysis and back ache. 
3.  Urine 
       It one do not pass urine regularly, it  will cause obstruction in the urethral 
passage, ulceration in the urinary tract, pain in the joints, and genitalia and distension of 
the lower abdomen, urinary tract infection with ulceration in the genitalia and purulent 
discharge as mentioned in the text Theraiyar Karisal. 
4. Feces 
         Abana Vayu (downward air) is responsible for defecation.  If it is obstructed, 
its increased quantum pushes the stools.  It also causes head ache, pain in the thigh, 
constipation, discomfort and inability. 
5.  Yawning 
         If Yawning is prevented it leads to poor digestion, tiredness and wilt of face.  
It also leads to metabolic diseases, infections and abdominal pain. 
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6.  Hunger and thirsty 
          If hunger and thirst are not quenched, they leads to impairment of the 
functions of vital organs, and causes mental disorders, tiredness and joint pain. 
         Fasting leads to the destruction of all the seven physical constituents and loss 
of weight and infectious diseases like tuberculosis. 
8.  Cough and tiredness (fatigue) 
        If cough is controlled it leads to violent cough, bad odour in the breath and 
angina pectoris abdominal pain and tiredness, patient becomes even unconscious. 
10.   Sleep 
       If one do not sleep well daily, he may get headache, redness of eyes, impaired 
speech and hearing. 
11. Vomiting 
        If vomiting is prevented forcibly it leads to urticarial rashes, itching, pallor, 
eye diseases, Pitha diseases, dyspnoea fever cough etc., and toxic manifestations due to 
deranged pitham. 
12.  Tears 
                  Constraint of tears causes head ache, eye diseases sneezing, sinusitis, heart 
disease etc.  It will also cause abdominal gastric ulcer. 
13.   Semen 
        If semen is controlled, it leads to fever, oliguria, joint pain, urinary infection, 
spermatorrhoea, leucorrhoea and chest pain. 
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14.  Breathing 
        Constraint of proper breathing leads to dyspnoea, cough, distention of 
abdomen, throbbing pain, colic and anorexia. 
Thinaigal 
The geographical distribution of the land is classified in to 5 types. 
1. Kurinchi         - Mountain range.     
2. Mullai        - Pastoral area of the forest 
3. Marutham   - The fertile river bed 
4. Neithal       - Coastal region 
5. Palai         - Desert 
 
Featurs of the five regions 
1.  Kurinchi 
          Things which grow in this kurinchi land, where diseases prevail, usually 
have high potency and natural strength. Many diseases like the one that affects the blood 
and the diseases of the Spleen occur in this region. Kapha diseases also occur here. 
 
2.  Mullai 
          Mullai, the pastoral land of forest is the birth place of many pitha diseases 
and diseases like abdominal colic and other vatha diseases also occur. 
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3.  Marudham 
          Marudham, the agricultural land, is fertile with very good water which will 
drive out the diseases of all the three humors.  The nourishing food with all the six tastes 
never allow such diseases to occur. 
 
4.  Neithal 
          The coastal area the birth place of Salt, is the place for predominant Vatha 
diseases.  It affects the liver and the intestines. 
 
5.  Paalai 
          The arid land (the spoiled land of Kurinchi and Mullai) is the birth place of 
all the diseases caused by the derangement of Vatham, Pitham and Kapham. 
 
Paruvaakaalangal  
 
 Siddhars have classified a year in to six seasons, each consisting of 
two months. 
 1. Kar kalam  - Aavani-Puratasi (Aug16th - Oct15
th
) 
 2. Koothir kalam           - Iypasi-Karthigai (Oct16th - Dec15th) 
 3. Munpani kalam - Markazhi-Thai   (Dec16th - Feb15th) 
 4. Pinpani kalam - Masi-Panguni(Feb16th-Apr15th)                   
 5. Elavenir kalam - Chithirai-Vaikasi (Apr16th - Jun15th) 
 6. Mudhuvenir kalam - Aani-Aadi          (Jun 6th – Agu 15
th
) 
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Udal Vanmai 
 Smartness, strength and vitality constitute udal vanmai.  It is classified 
into three types. 
 1. Iyarkai vanmai   - Natural or Congenital physique 
 2. Seyarkai vanmai - Aquired physique 
 3. Kaala vanmai     - Chronicle physique 
 
Four kinds of body fires 
Samaakkini 
        The digestive fire is called as Samaakkini.  This is constituted by Samana 
Vayu, Anala Pitham and kilethaga Kapham.  If they are in normal proportion then it is 
called as Samaakkini. 
Vishamaakkini 
        Due to deranged and displaced Samana Vayu, it takes a long time for 
digestion of normal food.  The food thus digested becomes toxic. 
Deegshaakkini 
         Due to increased Anala Pitham food is digested faster.  It also destroys chyle. 
Mandhaakkini 
          Due to increased kilethaga Kapham food is poorly digested and leads to 
abdominal pain, distention etc. 
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SIDDHA PATHOLOGY 
 The pathogenesis deals with the evolution and process of manifestation 
of a disease.  This process involves a cascade of reactions initiated by the 
etiological factors, which cause the derangement in the equilibrium of 
mukkutram, which inturn alters the state of udal thathus.  These alterations 
are manifested as signs and symptoms of those particular diseases. 
Causes for diseases 
õ£îñ£ô£¶ «ñQªèì£¶ - õ÷˜Hˆîˆ 
bîô£¶ êˆFòì£¶ - «êˆ¶ñˆF¡ 
«è£îñô£¶ M‚èªôì£¶ - °ìŸî¡Q™ 
Yîñô£¶ ²óº‹ õó£¶ bóñ£«ñ 
 
ñ‰îñô£¶ õ£»õó£¶ - ÜQôHˆîˆ 
ªî£‰îñô£¶ Íô‹ õó£¶ - ªî£ì˜õ£î 
ð‰îñô£¶ °¡ñ‹ õó£¶ - ðè˜Hˆî 
M‰¬îòô£¶ «ñè‹ õó£¶ - bóñ£«ñ 
 
ÜYóí‹ ñ¡P„ ²ó‹ õó£¶ - FK«î£ì‚ 
è£óíI¡P„ ê¡Q õó£¶ - èðñ£ù 
có¶¾I¡P «ê£¬ð õó£¶ - ªï´õ£î„ 
ê£˜ð¶¾I¡P„ Å¬ôõó£¶ - îõø£«î 
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ÜðˆFòI¡Pˆ «î£ìMè£óº - ñμè£¶ 
ÜðˆFòI¡P å÷ìFmùº - ñμè£¶ 
èðˆFò¬ùò¡P è£ê²õ£êºƒ - è£í£¶ 
èðˆFò¬ùò¡P Mò˜¬õ °O˜„C - õó£«î 
- «îó˜«êèóŠð£ 
Importance of Diagnosis is stated in Sikitcha Rathna Deepam as, 
 “ñFˆFìŸ è¼¬ñ õ£Œ‰î 
  ñ£‡ ðKè£ó ªñ™ô£‰ 
  ¶FˆFì ¾í˜‰î£ «ùÂ‰ 
  ¶è÷øŠ HEJ¡ ø¡¬ñ 
  ðFˆFì ¾í ó£ù£AŸ 
  ðòÂø£ù£ è£ô£«ù 
  MFˆF´ HEˆFøˆ¬î 
  M÷‹¹¶ ºîŸè‡ñ¡«ù£”  
- CA„ê£óˆù bð‹  
 In Sikitcha Rathna Deepam, the author defining, a physician must have a clear 
cut knowledge about the causative factors, normal physiological changes, pathological 
changes, nature of its presentation and prognosis of the disease before treating the patient 
otherwise it will be a erroneous.  Diagnosis of disease is chiefly arrived though the 
examination of patient by Envagai thervugal.Treatment in siddha medicine is aimed at 
keeping the thodam in equilibrium and maintenance of seven thathus .So, proper diet, 
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medicine, adjuvant and a regimen of like are advised for a healthy living and to restore 
equilibrium of thodam (diseased condition).  
QUANTITATIVE   CHANGES OF UYIR THATHUKKAL 
Humour 
 
Increased Decreased 
Vatham 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pitham 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kabham 
Wasting, blackish 
discoloration, affinity on 
hot foods, tremors, 
distended abdomen, 
constipation, weakness, 
insomnia, weakness in 
sense organs, giddiness, 
brisklessness. 
 
Yellwish discoloration of 
conjunctiva, skin, urine and 
faeces, plolyphagia, poly 
dypsia, burning sensation 
all over the body, deceased 
sleep. 
 
Loss of appetite, excessive 
salivation, diminished 
activity, heaviness, 
pallorness, cold, decreased 
physical constituents, 
dyspnoea, flatulence, 
cough, excessive sleep. 
 
Body pain, feeble voice, 
diminished capability of the 
brain, decreased intellectual 
quotient, syncope, increased 
kabha condition. 
 
 
 
Loss of appetite, cold, 
pallor, features of increased 
kabham. 
 
 
 
 
Giddiness, dryness of the 
joints and prominence of 
bones. Profuse sweating in 
the hair follicles, palpitation 
of the heart. 
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UDAL THATHUKKAL 
They are the basic principles which constitute the entire body. 
S.No Udal 
kattukkal 
Increased features Decreased features 
1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. 
 
 
 
 
4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. 
 
 
6. 
 
 
 
 
7. 
Saaram 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Senneer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Oon 
 
 
 
 
Kozhuppu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Enbu  
 
 
Moolai 
 
 
 
 
Sukkilam 
(or) 
Suronitham 
Loss of appetite, 
excessive salivation, 
diminished activity, 
heaviness, pallor, cold, 
decreased physical 
constituents, dyspnoea, 
flatulence, cough, 
excessive sleep. 
 
Boils in different parts of 
the body, splenomegaly, 
tumours, pricking pain, 
loss of appetite, 
haematuria, hypertension, 
reddish eye and skin, 
leprosy, jaundice. 
 
Tubercular adenitis, 
venereal diseases, extra 
growth around neck, 
cheeks, abdomen, thigh, 
genitalia. 
Identical feature of 
increased oon, tiredness, 
dyspnoea on exertion, 
extra musculature in 
gluteal region, external 
genitalia, chest, abdomen 
thighs. 
Excessive ossification 
and dentition. 
 
Heaviness of body and 
eye, swollen 
interphalangeal joints, 
oligurai, non-healing 
ulcers. 
Increased sexual activity, 
urinary calculi. 
Dryness of skin, tiredness, loss 
of weight, lassitude, irritability 
while hearing heavy noice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Affinity to sour and cold food, 
nervous, debility, dryness, 
pallor. 
 
 
 
 
 
Lethargic sense organs, pain in 
the joints, muscle wasting in 
mandibular region, gluteal 
region, penis, thighs. 
 
Loin pain, splenomegaly, 
emaciation. 
 
 
 
 
 
Joint pain, falling of teeth, 
falling and splitting of hairs and 
nails. 
Osteoporosis, Blurred vision. 
 
 
 
Drippling of 
sukkilam/suronitham or senner 
during coitus, pricking pain in 
the testis, inflamed and contused 
external genitalia. 
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PARUVAKALANGAL 
 
S.no      Kalam      Kuttram        State of Kuttram 
  1. 
 
 
 2. 
 
 
 3. 
 
 
 4. 
 
 
 5. 
 
 
 6. 
 
 
Kar kalam 
(Aavani - Puratasi) 
(Aug 16 - Oct 15) 
Koothir kalam 
(Iypasi-Karthigai) 
(Oct 16 - Dec 15) 
Munpani kalam 
(Markazhi-Thai) 
(Dec 16 - Feb 15) 
Pinpani kalam 
(Masi-Panguni) 
(Feb 16 - Apr 15) 
Elavenir kalam 
(Chithirai-Vaikasi) 
(Apr 16 - Jun 15) 
Mudhuvenir kalam 
(Aani-Aadi) 
(Jun 16 - Aug 15) 
Vatham ↑↑ 
Pitham  ↑ 
Kabam  (--) 
Vatham (--) 
Pitham  ↑↑ 
Kabam  (--) 
Vatham (--) 
Pitham  (--) 
Kabam  (--) 
Vatham (--) 
Pitham  (--) 
Kabam  ↑ 
Vatham (--) 
Pitham  (--) 
Kabam  ↑↑ 
Vatham ↑ 
Kabam (--) 
 
Vettrunilai Valarchi     
Thannilai Valarchi     
Thannilai Adaithal     
Thannilai Adaithal     
Vettrunilai Valarchi     
Thannilai Adaithal     
Thannilai Adaithal     
Thannilai Adaithal     
Thannilai Adaithal     
Thannilai Adaithal     
Thannilai Adaithal       
Thannilai Valarchi     
Vettrunilai Valarchi     
Thannilai Adaithal        
Vettrunilai Valarchi 
Thannilai Valarchi  
       Thannilai Adaithal  
 
 
↑   Thannilai Valarchi 
    ↑↑    Vettrunilai Valarchi 
   (--)    Thannilai Adaithal 
THINAI 
S.No 
 
Thinaigal Land Humours 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
 
4. 
 
5. 
Kurinchi 
 
Mullai 
 
Marutham 
 
 
Neithal  
 
Palai 
Mountain and its surroundings 
 
Forest and its surroundings 
 
Farm lands and its surroundings 
 
 
Sea and its surroundings 
 
Desert and its surroundings 
 
Kabham  
 
Pitham 
 
All three humours 
are in equilibrium= 
 
Vatham 
 
All three humours 
are affected. 
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FOOD HABITS  
 Food habits and daily activities of an individual play major role in 
causing disease.  This is known by the following verses. 
 “àí«õ ñ¼‰¶ ñ¼‰«î àí¾” 
 
Food mainly contains six tastes, sweet, salt, sour, bitter, pungent 
and astringent which are made up of by addition of pancha poothams. 
ÞQŠ¹  - ñ‡ + c˜ 
¹OŠ¹   - ñ‡ + b 
àŠ¹     - c˜ + b 
¬èŠ¹   - è£ŸÁ + M‡ 
è£˜Š¹   - è£ŸÁ + b 
¶õ˜Š¹ - ñ‡ + è£ŸÁ 
    If abnormal proportion of food has taken, the pancha poothams of body 
will get alter and the level of three thathus results in a disease. 
ENVAGAI THERVUGAL 
Envai thervu or 8 types of diagnostic method is the speciality of siddha 
system of medicine. 
“Ü¡ð£ù ê£ˆFóƒè÷Pò «õ‡´‹ 
Ü¡ð£ù ï£®î¬ùŠ H®‚è «õ‡´‹ 
°¡ø£ù ñ¬ô «ð£¡ø ï£®ªò™ô£‹ 
°PŠ¹ì¡ Üê£ˆFòº… ê£ˆFòºƒ è‡´ 
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î¡ø£ù Ü†ìMî ðK†¬ê è‡´ 
î‚è£ù °íƒ°Pèœ ò£¾‹ «î˜‰¶ 
ð¡ø£ù õ£èìˆF¡ ¸μ‚è‹ ð£˜ˆ¶ 
õ÷ñ£è HEòî¬ùˆ b˜Š«ð£˜ î£«ñ” 
                                        - Yugi Vaithiya Chinthamani 
   According to Yugi Vaithiya Chinthamani, Envagai thervu is the essential 
parameter to arrive accurate diagnosis. 
 Agathiyar mentioned the following as the tools for diagnosis. 
 
      “c®ò MNJù£½‹ G¡øï£‚ °PŠHù£½‹ 
õ£®ò «ñQJù£½‹ ñôªñ£´ cKù£½‹ 
Å®ò Mò£Fî¡¬ù ²è‹ªðø ÜP‰¶” 
                                                      - ÜèˆFò˜  
 1. Vizhi 
 2. Naa  
 3. Mei 
 4. Malam 
 5. Moothiram 
 
The Envagai thervugal are,   
“ï£® vðKê‹ ï£Gø‹ ªñ£N MN 
ñô‹ ÍˆFóI¬õ ñ¼‰¶õó£»î‹” 
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 1. Naadi 
 2. Sparism 
 3. Naa 
 4. Niram 
 5. Mozhi 
 6. Vizhi 
 7. Malam 
 8. Moothiram 
Naadi 
  Naadi is responsible for existence of life.  It can be felt at one inch 
below the wrist on the radial artery by means of palpation with the tip of 
index, middle and ring finger corresponding to vatham, pitham and kabham. 
 These vatham, pitham and kabham exist in the ratio 1: ½: ¼ normally.  
Derangement of this ratio leads to various disease entitites. 
Sparism 
 Skin examination can be made out by inspection and touch and it 
reveals about changes in the normal physiology such as the warmth ness, 
carbuncles, boils, eruptions, hemorrhages, trophic changes, chillness, dry, 
weeping skin, rough, smooth, soft, hard, tenderness, presence of ulcers, 
fissures, swelling, wrinkles, hair, pigmentation, scars, external mass in the 
anus, nail changes, sweat, lymph gland. 
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Naa 
 Colour, shape, size, tooth, gums, ulcers, dryness, thickness, tooth 
impressions, coating, fissures, growth surfaces, taste sensation, salivary 
secretions, type of speech, deviation of tongue, mouth deviation and tumours 
are noted in this examination. 
Niram 
        Vatha type - Black colour 
        Pitha type -  yellow colour  
        Kabha type - White colour 
        Thontha type  -       Mixed colours,  
  cyanosis, pallorness, yellowish discolouration can be studied by 
means of niram. 
Mozhi 
 It constitutes high, low pitched voice, slurring and incoherent speech, 
nasal speech, hoarsenss of voice, sounds produced by vocal cord and also 
from respiratory tract are noticed . 
Vizhi 
 Type of colour , pallor ness, chillness, swelling, eyelid swelling, hair 
falling, peelai saral, ulcer in the conjunctiva, pupil and cornea, Vision, 
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movements of eye lids, eye balls, dryness, contractions, congenital defects, 
burning sensation of eyes, lacrimation, irritation, colour changes, 96 eye 
diseases  are also noticed. 
Malam 
 Vatha type - Black colour stools with constipation 
 Pitha type - Loose stools with yellowish red colour  
 Kabha type - White coloured stools with mucous 
 Thontha type- Stools possess some of the features of 2 doshas. 
 Other examinations like diarrhoea, presence of blood, bacteria, 
undigested matter in stools and odour should be noted 
Moothiram 
 It consists of Neerkuri (niram, manam, edai, nurai and enjal) and 
Neikuri. 
Neerkuri 
  Niram  - Indicates colour of urine voided 
 Manam - Indicates the smell of urine voided 
 Edai  - Indicates the specific gravity of urine voided 
 Nurai  - Indicates the frothy nature of urine voided 
 Enjal  - Indicates the quantity of urine voided. 
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Neikuri 
“Ü¼‰¶ ñ£Póîº‹ ÜM«ó£ îñî£Œ 
Üçè™ Üô˜î™ Üè£ô×‡ îM˜‰îöŸ 
°Ÿø÷ õ¼‰F àøƒA ¬õè¬ø 
Ý®‚ èôêˆ î£M«ò è£¶ªðŒ 
ªî£¼ ºÃ˜ˆî‚ è¬ô‚°† ð´cK¡ 
Gø‚°P ªïŒ‚°P G¼Iˆî™ èì«ù” 
                                                  -  «î¬óò˜ 
Method 
 Prior to the day of urine examination the patient was advised to take a 
balanced diet and the quantity of food must be proportionate to his appetite 
and should have a good sleep.  The very first urine of the patient is collected 
in a glass container. The colour of the urine is noted. 
 The urine specimen is kept open, the glass dish being exposed well to 
bright light. But should not be disturbed by the movement of the urine. Then 
add one drop of gingili oil by a glass rod. Observe keenly the position and 
spreading of the oil drop. 
 - In vatha disease, oil spreads like a snake. 
 - In pitha disease, oil spreads like a ring. 
 - In kabha disease oil spreads like a pearl. 
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 - In thontha disease, oil spreads like conjunction of above any  two. 
 - Mukkuttra neer, when the drop of oil is immersed in to the urine.  It 
indicates mukkuttra neer. 
 Though the urine should be examined only in the morning, during 
emergency it may be done in any time. 
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AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
                       
 According to Yugi Vaithiya Sinthamani there are forty two types of Pitha 
diseases. Pitha disease can occur anywhere in the body. Moolam is the disease occurring 
in and around the anal region. Pitha disease occurring in the anal region is called 
Moolapitham. 
 
 Moolam is defined as external mass with pain, burning sensation in the anal 
region. Pitha diseaseas have the symptoms of burning sensation , itching all over the 
body, sweating, bitterness taste in the tongue, sialogague, nausea, giddiness, burning 
micturition and pallorness or yellowish colouration of the body. In Moolapitham, pitham 
is predominantly deranged. So it is classified under the pitha diseases. 
Siddhar Theraiyar has stated that, 
“ÜQô Hˆî ªî£‰î ñô£¶ Íô‹ õó£¶” 
     - «îó˜ «êèóŠð£ 
   
 As per the above quotation, Moolam is caused predominantly by pitha humour 
and this pitha humour may combine with any one of the other two humours and will 
make the Moolapitham worst. 
 
           Moolam is extremely common lesion affect about 5% of general population and 
develop in the setting of persistently elevated venous pressure with in the hemorrhoidal 
plexus. They suffered by changing their routine works and food habits, occupational also. 
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They kept as a secret disease and didn’t mind about their illness till it could not cause any 
harmful effects to them.  
           From ancient life to modern life itself the person who has suffered by Moolam 
hesitates and refuses to take proper treatment because of their site of occurance. They are 
not come forward to cure.  
 
           Except for pregnant women, these diseases are rarely encountered in person under 
the age of 30. In our siddha system, age above 33 is mentioned as a ‘Pithakaalam’. 
 
In our siddha system, ancient philosophers classified the disease perfectly. They 
stated the Moola Noi under the ‘Astamaga rogangal’, hence I have choosed the disease 
from “Yugi Vaithiya chinthamani”.  
“õ£îºì«ù õLò è™ô¬ìŠ¹ 
°†ì«ñ ñ«è£îó‹ ðè‰Fó‹ 
Íô«ó£è‹ Aó£E «ó£è 
âÂI¬õ Ü†ì ñè£«ó£èƒèœ” 
                                          - ªð£¼†ªî£¬è Gè‡´. 
Primary Aim 
         The main aim of the present study is to access the disgnostic ability of 
Moolapitham through Envagai thervu, Manikkadai Nool, Nilam, Kaalam and Sothidam. 
Moolapitham is a disease indicated in ‘Yugimunivar Vaithiya Shindhamani’-800 under 
the classification of pitha diseases. 
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 This study was   undertaken in 30 selected cases of both male and female in the 
OPD/IPD of AyothiDoss Pandithar Hospital of the Natinal Institute of Siddha. 
 
        This dissertation work includes literary and the diagnostic studies on the aetiology, 
Pathogenesis (nadi nadai), Pathology, clinical features on the basis of our siddha system. 
        A statistical account of the patients with references to incidence, age, sex, food 
habits etc. was also brought out in the study. 
 
Secondary Aim 
           1. To elicite the causes. 
           2. To make a precise diagnosis. 
           3. To know about the vitiation of Muthathukkal. 
           4. To find out the changes that occurs in the Udal thathukkal. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 Moolam in siddha, means the area Moolaatharam or the root. 
Moolaatharam has been given maximum importance in siddha system as it is the 
energy producing centre of the body, the Kundalini. Although there are other 
aatharams in the body, this area is said to be the foremost energy centre. This is 
explained as follows, 
“ð£ƒè£ù °‡ìL‚°œ Íôªñ£¡Á 
 ð£óŠð£ è‡ìˆF™ Íôªñ£¡Á  
«ð£ƒè£ù ¹¼õ¬ñò Íôªñ£¡Á  
 ¹èö£ù M‰¶M«ô Íôªñ£¡Á 
õ£ƒè£ù êˆFJ«ô Íôªñ£¡Á 
 ñ¼MG¡ø ðó£ðóˆF™ Íôªñ£¡Á 
«îƒè£ñ L¬îò£Áƒ è‡ìë£Q 
 «ê˜‰¶G¡ø º‹Íô «ò£Aò£«ñ” 
      -ê†¬ì ºQë£ù‹ 
       This verse stands as an evidence to mark the importance of moolaathaaram, 
among other Aathaarams namely, Swathittanam, Manippooragam, Anaagatham, 
Vishuthi, and  Aagkinai. 
Moolaathaaram is situated in the akkini mandalam and Vaatha area that is 
below the navel. The Kanmenthirium involved here is Eruvai.  Vatha area is more 
kinetic (due to Vayu) and having thermal energies (due to Theyu) to facilitate the 
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normal acts of micturition, defaecation, parturition. The bootham involved is Neer 
bootham. 
Vayu and Aahaayam together constitute Vaatham. Vaatham in the body 
manifests as ten types. In this types abanan, pranan and dhevathathan are directly 
concerned with moolaathaaram. Abaanan is a Vayu having theyu bootham in its 
structure. In relation to malaasayam it effectively expels faeces. 
Piraana Vayu takes its course via moolaathaaram and it takes Saaram, and 
disperses to all the tissues of the body in addition to its main function of respiration. 
Dhevathathan relates the mental state of a human being. It normally resides in the 
rectum and is responsible for anxiety, anger, quarrelling and laziness.  
Udal Koorugal Aspect  
The Udal koorugal aspect of the gastro intestinal tract and particularly that of rectum 
described in Siddha text are as follows. The total length of the gastro intestinal tract is 
thirty two muzham.  
The continuous peristalis is mentioned as “Ü¬ìõ£® GŸ°ñì£ °ìL™ 
î£Â‹”. The spindle like shape of the intestine occuring during peristalsis and the taeniae 
in the large intestine are known as “Arai”. These are 1008 in number. They look like 
Kumizhl i.e. bubble like masses in a long tunnel. These structures are controlled by the six 
chakras and the guru naadi. 
In the pelvic region the adjacent related organ is the urinary bladder which lies left, 
whereas large intestine lies to the right. In the moolaathaara area, the large intestine is to 
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function normally in association with other systems in the region particularly related to 
vayus vairavan and sangini.  Irai, kirumi, and puzhukkal are situated  in the large intestine. 
This relates to micro organisms and parasites. 
In the lower most regions, i.e. the anal canal there is a special apparatus to 
open and close the canal whenever necessary. This is mentioned as “Thaazhpaazh”. 
This relates to the anal sphincters at the end of anal canal.  
 
        These things are mentined in the verse as follows,  
“Ãø«õ ºŠðˆFó‡´ ºö‹ °ì™î£Â‹  
 º¬øò£è ÝJóˆ¶ â†´ Ü¬ø»ñ£°‹ 
Ü¬øªò¡ø£™ ¸¬óò¶«ð£™ °INò£è 
 Ü¬ìõ£® GŸ‚°ñì£ °ìL™ î£Â‹  
è‹ðˆF ô¬øJ†ì£Š «ð£«ô ò‰î 
 è¼ƒ°ìL™ Þî¬÷¾‹ ÝJóˆF â†´ 
Ýî£ó‹ ÝÁ‚°‹ °¼ï£®‚°‹  
 Ü¬ø Ü¬øò£Œ °ìô¬í «ð£™ G¡Á 
Ü¬øò£è ÞìŠð‚è‹ èôŠ¬ð‚°œ«÷  
 õôŠð£è‹ °ì™ï£÷‹ êƒA «ù£«ì 
¬õóõÂ‹ êƒAQ»‹ Üƒ«è G¡Á 
 ðL‚°ñì£ êƒè¬î»‹ àøõ£® ²NJ™õ‰¶ 
Üƒ° GŸ°‹ ÍôˆF™ °ö™ î£ªù¡ø 
 åOõ£ù Ü‚°ö™î£ ù¬ø»‹ Ì†® 
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èîM™ î£Šð£O†«ì£Š«ð£ ô¬ìŠð†ì£Š«ð£™ 
 Üìõ£è Üî¡ õNò£Œ ñô‹ î£¡ «ð£°‹ 
Üƒèõ˜èœ ¶‡´°ì™ ï£÷ˆ«î£«ì  
 «ê£ì£ù Ü‚°öL™ Ü¬øèœ «î£¡Á‹ 
ªê£°ê£ù A¼IJ¬ó ¹¿‚èª÷™ô£‹ 
 ß‚èœ ªñ£Œˆî£Š «ð£ô ò‰î ïó‹H™ ²ŸP 
Þ¼‚°ñì£ â‰FóˆF™ è¼M ð£ê‹” 
     - Therayar Naramba Soothiram 
MOOLA PITHAM 
  In our siddha system, most of the Siddhars speaks about the Moolam. 
Moola Noigal are diseases that occur in and around the moolaathaaram. They 
include a wide variety of anorectal diseases. They are also called Adimulai Noi, 
Arippunoi and mulai noigal. 
 From it’s name itself we can understand it’s special characteristics i.e. 
Moolam with Pitha derangements.   
As per Yugi vaithya chinthamani, there are forty two types of pitha diseases. 
Pitha disease can occur anywhere in the body.  Pitha disease occuring in the anal 
region is called Moolapitham.  
Moolam is defined as pain and irritation in the anal region with or without 
external growth. Pitha disease has the Symptoms of burning sensation in the eyes 
and all over the body, bitterness in the tongue, increased salivary secretion, 
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giddiness, burning micturition and pallorness or yellowish colour of the body. In 
Moolapitham, pitham is predominantly deranged. So it comes under the pitha 
diseases. 
Yugi vaidhya chinthamani describes forty two types of pitha diseases, of which 
Moolapitham is one among them. The verse is, 
“ï£®«ù¡ HˆîˆF¡ ªðò¬óˆî£Â‹ 
 ï£ŸðˆF ó‡ì£ù °í£° íƒèœ 
Ý†®«ù ù£¾¼Hˆ î‹ î¡ «ù£´ 
 ÜñôèHˆ î‹à¡ ñ£î Hˆî‹  
î£†®«ù¡ îñ‰îHˆî‹ õ£î Hˆî‹ 
 ïQˆî«î£˜ õ¡QHˆî… «ê†ðHˆî‹ 
É†®«ù¡ ²«ó£Eî Hˆî‹ Mè£ó Hˆî‹ 
 ¶®ò£ù HóíHˆî‰ ªî£¬è¬ò‚ «è«÷ 
¶¬èò£ù ¾óˆîHˆî ñKˆî Hˆî¡ 
 ²Nè£êŠ Hˆî«ñ£´ ²õ£êŠ Hˆî‹ 
õ¬èò£ù ÜóˆîHˆî Ióˆî Hˆî… 
 ²Nè£êŠ Hˆî«ñ£´ ²õ£êŠ Hˆî‹ 
õ¬èò£ù «ê†ð Hˆîƒ è¼‹Hˆ î‰î£¡ 
 ñ£èóŠð£¡ Hˆîì Y˜í Hˆî‹  
Ü¬èò£ù õÏC Hˆî‰ î£¡  
 Üö™ªñKMˆî¡HˆîŸ«ñ£® HˆîM‹Hˆî‰î£¡ 
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º¬èò£ù ÜFê£óŠ Hˆî‰ î£Â‹ 
 ÍôHˆî ºîóHˆî º¬ø¬ñ ò£«ñ, 
º¬ø¬ñò£ƒ è‡ìHˆî «ñ£´ Hˆî‹ 
 Í´Hˆî ï´‚°Hˆîƒ èð£ô Hˆî‹ 
îø¬ñò£… êˆFHˆî‰ î£è Hˆî‹ 
 î¼‚è£ù M‚è™ Hˆî‹ þòHˆ î‰î£¡ 
Fø¬ñò£‰ FI˜Hˆî‹ õLHˆî «ñ£´ 
 YîHˆîƒ A¼IHˆî ñê£ˆò Hˆî‹ 
ñø¬ñò£‹ ñ£˜‚è Hˆî ñ¼ˆb´ Hˆî‹ 
 õ¬èò¶ ï£ŸðˆFó‡´ ñA›‰¶ð£«ó, 
                                           ÎA¬õˆFò C‰î£ñE 
 42 Types are, 
1.       Aavuru pitham                22. Thudi pitham 
2. Aambal pitham                                 23. Visha pitham 
3. Unmaththa pitham                            24. Athisara pitham 
4. Thamandha pitham                           25. Moolapitham 
5. Vatha pitham                                     26. Uthir pitham 
6. Vanni pitham                                    27. Kanda pitham 
7. Siletma pitham                                  28. Odu pitham 
8. Suronitha pitham                               29. Moodu pitham 
9. Vikara pitham                                    30. Nadukku pitham 
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10. Virana pitham                                    31. Kabala pitham 
11. Uraththapithavatha pitham                32. Saththi pitham 
12. Raktha pitham                                    33. Dhaaga pitham 
13. Kasa pitham                                        34. Vikkal pitham 
14. Swasa pitham                                      35. Saya pitham 
 15. Saetpa pitham                                     36. Thimir pitham 
16. Karum pitham                                     37. Vali pitham 
17. Karappan pitham                                38. Seetha pitham 
18. Aseerana pitham                                 39. Kirumi pitham 
19. Uroosi pitham                                     40. Asathya pitham 
20. Eri pitham                                           41. Maarga pitham 
21. Azhal pitham                                      42. Maruntheedu pitham 
According to the literature of Yugi vaithiya chinthamani, Moolapitham has 
been stated as, 
“ê£óñ£Œ õJP¬ó‰¶ «ðFò£°‹ 
êLŠð£ù «è£ðñ£Œˆ î´ñ£ø£´‹ 
«è£óñ£ù ÍôˆF™ º¬÷»ƒ è£μ‹  
 °øƒA«ù£ ì®ˆ ªî£¬ì»ƒ è´Š¹º‡ì£‹ 
«ê£óñ£ ¾ì™ªõÀˆ¶ «ê£¬ðò£°‹ 
 É‚è«ñ IèI…C„ «ê£‹ðô£°‹ 
è£óñ£Œ‚ è‡μ‰î£¡ èK„ê½‡ì£‹  
 èùÍôHˆîˆF¡ è£†Cò£«ñ” 
     - ð£ì™ â‡ 373  
     ÎA ¬õˆFò C‰î£ñE,  
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The Moolapitham has the following symptoms, 
1. Flatulance with diarrhea. 
2. Hat’red. 
3. Excited with anger. 
4. External mass in the anus. 
5. Cramping pain in the posterior aspect of the thigh. 
6. Pallor ness. 
7.  Edema. 
8. Drowsiness. 
9. Sluggish ness. 
10. Burning sensation in the eyes. 
Moola azhal according to Dhanvandhari Vaithiyam I st part 
“°ˆF´ƒ°Á‚A™«ï£¾ƒ °O˜‰¶¬ö‰ F¼‚°‰«îè‹ 
ðˆFò õêùƒ ªè£‡ì£Ÿ ð£èñ£Œ„ ªêKò£î£°‹ 
åˆî«î£˜ Íô‰î‡E ½¬ö¾ì¡ è´Š¹ˆ«î£¡Á‹ 
¹ˆFJôPõ˜ ÍôŠ HˆîFˆF¡ ¹¶¬ñî£«ù” 
                         -î¡õ‰îK ¬õˆFò‹ ºî™ ð£è‹ 
 
Though, Moolapitham is classified in the Yugi Vaithiya Chinthamani, 
Thanvandhari also classified Moola azhal with the following symptoms. 
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- Pricking pain in the hip region. 
- Chillness and tiredness of body. 
- Indigestion. 
- Irritation in the anal region. 
A VIEW ON MOOLA NOIGAL 
Moola Noigal are diseases that occur in and around the moolaathaaram. 
They include a wide variety of anorectal diseases. They are also called Adimulai 
Noi, Arippunoi and mulai noigal. 
Noi varum vazhi  
Yugi munivar elaborately describes the various causes for all Moola Noigal. 
Although the text does not mention Causes Seperately for each types, collectively 
within two versus it deals psychological, Karmas, intrinsic and extrinsic factors of 
aetiology for all Moola Noigal. With this and other Siddha texts we can say the 
causes of the diseases as,  
1. Karmas and psychological Causes 
2. Due to inappropriate diets and acts 
3. Due to maintaining wrong postures in Yogasanas 
1. The Karmas and psychological causes include,  
• According to Yugi Vaidhya Chinthamani 
    “º¬ùò£è Íˆ«î£¬ó ¬õîô£½‹ 
«ñ£êƒèœ ð‡E«ò èŸðNˆ¶‹ 
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G¬ùõ£è G¬ùMªô£¡Á‹ õ£‚Aªô£¡Á‹ 
 «ï˜‰îð® ªê£™½A¡ø c†´ 
ð¬ùò£è ðó«îC ð‰¶õ£«ù£˜ 
 ðCˆF¼‚è à‡ì«î£˜ ð£îè˜‚°‹ 
î¬ùò£è„ êñ£î£ù¡ îM˜‚A¡«ø£˜‚°‹ 
 ê‡ì£÷ Íô‹ õ‰¶ êQ‚ °‰î£«ù” 
      -ÎA ¬õˆFò C‰î£ñE 
i) Chiding the elders 
ii) Doing harm to others 
iii) Indulging in Rape 
iv) Thinking of doing harm in the mind but saying sweet words infront 
v) Living a luxurious life when neighbours and relatives are in hunger. 
vi) Always quarrelling with others . 
As per Yugi Vaidhya Chinthamani these causes basically vitiate the 
piththam and latter causes derangement of Vaatham and eventually leads to 
Moolam. 
• According to Agasthiyar Kanmakandam  
“cƒè£î Íô«ï£Œ è¡ñˆî£«ô  
 G¬ôªè†ì Üð£ùˆF™ ªï¼Š«ð£eP 
õ£‚è£«ô Üð£ùˆF¡ õ£ê™ î¡Q™  
 õ‰¶ º¬÷ «ñèˆî£™ Å†ì£™ è£μ‹  
î£‚«è£ô£ ô¬ìˆî£Œ «ð£ô õ£»G¡Á 
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 î¡¬ñ»œ÷ ñôñî¬ù õó†® bŒˆ¶‹  
«ðŒ‚«è£ô‹ ð‡μñì£ Íô«ó£è‹ 
 «ðó£ù ðöM¬ùè O¡ùƒ «è«÷” 
      - ÜèˆFò˜ è¡ñ è£‡ì‹ 
Moolam is a Karma disease. Karma theory is based on the belief that one is 
not dissociated from the fruits of the actions if his previous births. 
2. The other intrinsic causes of inappropriate diet and acts  
• According to Agasthiyar  
“ÍôI¬ø„Cî£Â ºFó«õ F¡¬èò£½‹ 
 ð£½ìQQò è‡®™ ðó‰¶ì¡ F¡¬èò£½…  
ê£ôªïŒ ¹C‚¬èò£½‰ ¬îòô£˜ «õ†¬èò£½ 
 ñ£ô«è˜ MNJù£«÷ ! ÝAò õó†Cò£«ñ 
«õèñ£‰ FóMòƒèœ I°¬èò£™ õŸ¬èò£½‹ 
 ê£èñ£Œ ªè£ñ†®‚ è£Œˆî£¬õ ¼‡¬èò£½‹ 
è£Aò ð¡P ñ£ƒAû† è´‰FQ ¶‡¬èò£½‹  
 cFJŸøPò£ «î£ƒA Gó‰îó I¼¬èò£½ 
«ð£Fò ðèŸè‡ ÉƒA »ò˜‰F´ Íô‰î£«ù” 
- ÜèˆFò˜ 2000  
• According Yugi Vaithiya Chinthamani 
 “îˆ¬îò£ ñFèñ£ƒ °OKù£½‹ 
 îKò£î õöŸCò£Ÿ Aó‰F ò£½‹ 
¹ˆ¬îò£‹ ªð£¼‰î£î àwíˆ î£½‹ 
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 ¹í˜„Cò£Œ‚ «è£ðˆî£Ÿ êLŠHù£½‹ 
èˆ¬îò£‹ ªõ°è£ñ‹ «õ‡ì ô£½‹ 
 è®¬ñ£ ºŠð£½ƒ è£óˆî£½‹ 
ªñ£ˆ¬îò£‹ ªõ°îùƒèœ «ð£ùî£½‹ 
 Íô‹õ‰ ¶ŸðˆF º¬ù»ƒ î£«ù” 
      -Yugi Vaithya chinthamani 
Due to above, the Vali humour especially abanavayu is predominantly 
vitiated. Constipation or loose motion occurs and finally results in moolam. 
i) Exposure to excessive heat and sun. 
ii) Riding for prolonged period. 
iii) Excessive heat in the body itself due to sexually transmitted diseases. 
iv) Indulging excessive in sexual act. 
v) Consuming foods with pungent, sour and salty tastes excessively. 
Here yugi munivar suggest two more psychological causes. They include  
i) Always having an angry mood 
ii) Anxiety and depression3 
3. Maintaining wrong yogic postures 
During practice of Yogasanas maintaing prolonged sitting and straining 
postures predispose to Vitiate Vaatham, Piththam and moolaakkini leading to 
Moola Noigal. 
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Types of Moola Noigal  
Moolam has been classified into various types by different authors. Some of 
the types described below.  
1.  Agasthiyar paripooranam describes nine types of Moolam (Nava moolam). The 
types are, 
1. Ul moolam 
2. Pura moolam 
3. Raththa moolam 
4. Seezh moolam 
5. Mulai Moolam 
6. Moola paandu 
7. Vali moolam 
8. Azhal moolam 
9. Aiya moolam 
2. In Vaidhya saara Sangiragam and Aaviyalikkum Amutha murai 
Churukkam classified the Moola noi as Agasthiyar paripooranam. 
3. Therayar describes ten types of Moola Noigal.  
   “Yªò£¿ Aò¶è¹ aªó£¿Aò¶ ðM 
   Mªò£¼Aò‰î «ô£ò£¿ Aòˆî «ùªò£¼ Aò¶î¬ê‚ 
   è£ªò£¿Aò î¿ «ñ£ªó£¿Aò îì˜ è£ªô£¿ Aò¶º¬÷ 
   «òªò£¿ AòF¬õ Íô‹î£ŒªïP «ò˜ªðÁ ñ£˜ðç«î” 
      - «î¬óò˜ «êèóŠð£.  
              -   ð£ì™ â‡ 253.  
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10 types are, 
1. Seezh Moolam 
2. Pun Moolam 
3. Thee Moolam 
4. Neer Moolam 
5. Mulai Moolam 
6. Sathai Moolam 
7. Kaduppu Moolam  
8. Veluppu Moolam 
9. Kattru Moolam 
10. Perumulai moolam 
4. In Anubhava Vaidhya deva Ragasiyam, Moolam is classified into 6 types. 
1. Vaatha Moolam 
2. Piththa Moolam 
3. Silethuma Moolam 
4. Thontha Moolam 
5. Thrithoda Moolam 
6. Raktha Moolam 
5. In Jeeva Rakshamirtham, Moolam is classified in to 4 types. It doesn’t 
classify in the basis of mukkutra theory rather it is classified on the basis of 
or heriditory etc. 
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 The four types are, 
1. Sagasa Moolam 
2. Uththarasa Moolam 
3. Shutka  Moolam 
4. Aarthira  Moolam 
6.     Cega Rasa Kesaram Classified moolam into twenty types. 
20 types are, 
1. Vaatha Moolam 
2. Piththam Moolam 
3. Kaba Moolam 
4. Vaatha piththa Moolam 
5. Piththa Vatha Moolam 
6. Piththa Silethuma Moolam 
7. Seeda Moolam 
8. Sada Moolam 
9. Sileththuma Vaatha Moolam 
10. Ul Moolam 
11. Ularthu Moolam 
12. Athisara sura Moolam 
13. Thosa Thontha Moolam 
14. Vaatha Raththa Moolam 
15. Vaatha Kerpa Moolam 
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16. Piththa Vaatha thontha  
17. Piththa Silethuma Moolam 
18. Kanda Moolam 
19. Rakththa Moolam 
20. Serpa Moolam 
 Other literature reviews 
1. According to Thirumoolar karukkidai Vaidhyam – 600 
• è£òˆF™ Íô«ó£è‹ 
 è‡®´‹ Mîƒèœ «è÷£Œ 
ð£ªò£ˆî ðCJ™ô£ñ™ 
 ð†C‚A™ Üì‚A™õ£» 
ñ£òˆF™ Þ¼‰F‚ªè£‡´ 
 ñôñ¬î Üì‚°‹ «ð£¶‹ 
æòˆî °‡ìL‚°œ 
 à†¹°‹ õ£» è£«í. 
 
è£íŠð£ õ£» õ£½‹ 
 èùˆ î‰î Üð£ù¡ î¡¬ù 
ÌíŠð£ ñôˆ¬î‚ è†®Š 
 ¹¬èªòù‚ èÁ‚Aï£À‹ 
«î£íŠð£ º¬÷¬òŠ «ð£ô„ 
 ²¼‚°º¡ ñô‰î£¡ iN™ 
ÝíŠð£ Üð£ù‰ î¡¬ù 
 Ü¿‰î«õ ÞÁ‚°‹ ð£«ó. 
                             -   ÜèˆFò˜ ¬õˆFò è£Mò‹ - 1500 
                   -  F¼ºô˜ è¼‚A¬ì ¬õˆFò‹ - 600 
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Thirumoolar karukkidai Vaidhyam - 600 describes the pathology of 
Moolapitham. Suppression of appetite and defaecation leads to derangement of 
Vayu. This Vayu enters into kundalini. Here, the Vayu combains with theyu and 
causes formation of moola Mulaigal, when excess Vayu exerts pressure in them, 
and they produce exter    mass on straining i.e. while defaecation.  
So whatever may be the aetiological factor in Moolapitham, the   basically 
affected boothams are Vayu, Theyu. This causes pathological changes in other 
thaththuvams such as seven thaathus, Udal thee and in malam to give rise to the 
symptoms of Moolapitham. 
• “Íô«ñ ªò¿‰î«ð£¶ 
 ÍôˆF™ èù™î£¡ ñ£À‹ 
Íô«ñ â¿‰î«ð£¶ 
 º¬÷M‰¶ ï£êñ£°‹ 
Íô«ñ â¿‰î«ð£¶ 
 ºöƒè«õ Þ¬ó„êô£°‹ 
Íô«ñ â¿‰î «ð£¶ 
 ºAM™ô£‚ èN„ê™ î£«ù”. 
       -  F¼ºô˜ è¼‚A¬ì ¬õˆFò‹ - 600 
 Vitiated Vayu gives consistency and dark colour to the faeces. This leads to 
constipation. In addition to this there is increased moolaakkini, derangement of 
spermatogenesis, borborygmus and diarrhoea. These symptoms occur before the 
actual disease symptoms sets in. 
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2. According to Theraiyar Sekarappa 
  “ªè£®ò ªð£™ô£î Íô °íˆ¬î 
  ªò¡ ªê£™«õ¡ ð£‰î 
       P®JQ ªô£´ƒ° ñ£«ø 
  ªòõ¬ó»ƒ èêƒè„ ªêŒ¶ 
°®ªè´ñ£Á ªêŒ»ƒ 
  ªè£‡ìõ ó£»† ªêŒ¶ 
º®õî ù£«ô ªò¡Á 
  ªñ£N‰îù˜ î¬ö‰î Ë«ô£˜” 
- «î¬óò˜ «êèóŠð£ 
Moola Noi is an irrritating crual disorder of human being and the affected persons 
looks like an ‘afraid serpent due to heavy thunder’. 
3. According to Agasthiyar Gunavagadam 
“«ð£ñì£ Íô«ó£è‰ î¡¬ù‚ «èÀ 
 ¹èö£è ÝêùˆF¡ æóñ£è 
æñì£ º¬÷è¬÷Š «ð£™ è£μA¡ø 
 àœ÷ªî£¼ Mò£F‚° Íô ªñ¡ð£˜ 
Ýñì£ ÞîÂ¬ìò Mõóƒ«èÀ 
 ï£÷ªñ¡ø óˆî ïó‹¹ ÜŠð£ 
ãóì£ ªð¼ˆ¶ Ü¬î êQ„êš¾ î£Â‹ 
 àœ÷ð® Í®‚ ªè£‡®¼‚°‹ ð£«ó. 
ð£óì£ ªõOÍô‹ à¼‡´ ªè£‡´ 
 ð‚°õñ£Œ ªè†®ò£ ò£êùˆF¡ 
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Ãøì£ æóñ£ J¼‚°‹ ð£¼ 
 ªè£ˆîõ«ù Þ¡ùªñ£¼ Mî‰î£ Â‡´ 
Yóì£ c‡ì «ñì£Œ ÝêùˆF™ 
 CøŠð£è ªõOJ™î£¡ «î£¡Á… ªê£¡«ù¡ 
è£óì£ ÞF™ ªó‡´ Mî«ñ»‡´ 
 èùñ£ù å¼ Mî‰î£¡ ªê£™ô‚«è«÷ 
 
ªê£™½A«ø¡ ÍôˆF¡ è£ˆFó‰î£¡ 
 ªê£°ê£èˆ î‚èð® êƒèì«ñ è£†´‹ 
ñ™½A¡ø ñôIøƒ°‹ «ð£¶ ÜŠð£ 
 ñèˆî£¡ «õî¬ù«ò è£†´‹ð£¼ 
ªî£™½ôA™ ªõO‚°õ¼‹ ðÀõ£Œ‚ è£†´‹ 
 «î£¬èò˜‚° IŠð®«ò Þ¼‚°… ªê£¡«ù¡ 
Ü™ô™ªêŒ» I¡ùªñ£¼ Mîˆ¬î‚«èÀ 
 ÜŠð«ù ï¬ñ„ê½ì¡ °ˆî½‡«ì 
 
à‡ì£ù «õ¬÷îQ L¡ùƒ«èÀ 
 àˆî«ñù àwíºì¡ «õî¬ù«ò ªêŒ»‹ 
ï‡ì£ù Ü¬ìŠ ¹‡ì£‹ ÝêùˆF™ 
 ïôñ£ù å¼õv¶ Þ¼Šð¶«õ«ð£™ 
ð‡ì£èˆ «î£¡Áñì£ ñ£‰î¼‚°  
 ð£KQ«ñ™ ñôIøƒ°‹ «õ¬÷î¡Q™ 
ªê‡ì£è º‚è½ì¡ «õî¬ù«ò è£†´‹ 
 ªêòô£è ÞîŸªè£¼ àð£òƒ«èÀ. 
                     -    ÜèˆFò˜ °íõ£èì‹ 
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Naadi 
Naadi Pareetchai or pulse reading reflects humour involved and inturn the 
disease also. Out of ten areas of naadi pareetchai, radial pulse reading is convenient 
to detect the accurate humour involvement. 
1.  According to sathaga Naadi 
“õ£îªñÂ‹ ï£®ò¶ «î£¡P™ 
 Yîñ‰îªñ£´ õJÁªð£¼ñ™ Fó†C õ£Œ¾ 
YîºÁƒ Aó£E ñ«è£îó‹ có£¬ñ 
 Fóœõ£Œ¾ Å¬ô õLè´Š¹ˆ b¬ó 
cîºÁƒ A¼I°¡ñ‹ Ü‡ì õ£î‹ 
 G¬ô»c˜‚ AK„êóƒèœ î‰¶ «ñè‹ 
«ðîèñ£ ºîóŠHE Íô «ó£è‹ 
 «ðê ªõ° HEèÀ«ñ ªð£¼÷î£«ñ” 
 
                                          - êîèï£® 
 
2.  According to Gunavagada Noin Saaram, Vatham, Pitham and Kapham 
are reduced from their normal status in Moola noigal. This is given in the verse as,  
“Íõ¼«ñ ñ‰îñ£ù£™ º¬÷ˆF´ Íôªñ™ô£‹” 
- °íõ£èì «ï£J¡ ê£ó‹ 
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3. According to Vallathi Naadi, it is said that pithaththil vaatham is the 
diagnostic naadi for Moola noigal. 
“õ‡íºì¡ HˆîˆF™ õ£î‹ õ‰î£™ 
 õ¼ñ£Á dQêƒèœ ñ‡¬ì‚°ˆ¶ 
è‡μñì£ ð¾ˆFóƒè ÷¬óò£Š¹‡ì£‰ 
 îŠð£¶ ïõÍô… ê£¼‰î£«ù” 
                                              -Vallathi Naadi 
 4. According to Rathna churukkam 500, when the maaththirai of increases 
to one and vaatham’s maaththirai decreases that occur in this naadi. This is 
explained in the verse as follows, 
“è£‰î½‡ì£‹ Hˆîªñ£¡Á õ£îƒ è£ô£‹ 
èFˆªî¿‰î ï£®òì£ Ü‹¬ñ «ð£ô °‡μ‹ 
õ£‰F»‡ì£‹ ñ‰F‚° õJªøKŠ¹ 
õ÷ñ£è ²óƒè£μ‹ è‡μ‹ è£‰¶‹ 
á˜‰¶M´‹ ð£‡ì£° ñ£êùˆF™ 
àŸø«î£˜ Íôñ£‹ ¹‡μñ£°‹” 
                                   - ÞóˆFù„ ²¼‚è‹ - 500 
 From all these, the conclusion are that most of the siddhars says pitha vatha 
naadi is the characteristic pathological naadi for Moola noigal which include also for 
Moola pitham. 
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                    A VIEW ON PITHAM 
The natural shape of Pitham is Atomic. It is sharp and hot. The ghee 
becomes watery, salt crystalizes and jaggery melts because of heat. The heat of 
Pitham is responsible for many actions and their reactions. 
Hˆî‹ à¼õ£°‹ Mî‹ 
“Þ¼Šð£ù ï£® â¿ð«î£¯ó£ 
Jóñ£ù «îèˆF™ ãôŠ ªð¼ï£® 
å‚èîêñˆªî£N¬ô á‚èîê õ£»‚èœ 
î‚èð® â¡«ø ê£¼‹ 
 
ê£¼‰îêï£® î¡Q™ Íô‹ Í¡Á 
«ð¼Iì‹ Hƒè¬ô»‹ H¡ù½ì¡ - ñ£Á‹ 
à¬ó‚è MóŸè£Ÿªø£†´í˜ˆ¶«ñ ï£C 
õ¬ó„ ²N«ò£¬ñòˆF™ õ‰¶  
  
õ‰îè¬ô Í¡P™ õ£»õ£ñð£ùÂì¡ 
î‰î Hó£í¡ êñ£ùÂ‚°… ê‰îñø‚ 
Ã†´ø¾ «óAˆî™ ÃÁ‹ õ£î‹ Hˆî‹ 
ï£†´ƒèð«ñò£‹ ï£´” 
                          - Cˆî ñ¼ˆ¶õ£ƒè„ ²¼‚è‹ 
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The seats of pitham 
• “î£ù£ù Hˆî‹ H¡è¬ô¬òŠ ðŸP„ 
ê£Œõ£ù Hó£íõ£» õî¬ù„ «ê˜‰¶ 
áù£ù c˜Š¬ðJ ôμA Íôˆ 
¶Fªî¿‰î õ‚AQ¬ò òø¾ ªêŒ¶ 
ñ£«ù«è O¼îòˆF L¼Š¹ ñ£A 
«è£ù£ù Có‰îQ«ô Jø‚è ñ£A‚ 
ªè£‡´G¡ø HˆîG¬ô ÃP«ù£«ñ.” 
- Tamil Vaithya Saathagam 
 
According to Tamil Vaithya saathagam, the pingalai, urinary bladder, 
stomach, heart and the head are the places where Pitham sustains. 
   
 In addition to the above places, the umbilical, epigastric region, stomach, 
sweat, blood, essence of food, eyes and skin are also the places where Pitham 
sustain. 
 
Yugi Muni says that the Pitham sustains in urine and the places below the 
neck.  
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• According to 4448 Viyathigal 
1. õJÁ   2. óêî£¶ 3. óˆî‹ 4.á¡   5. Mò˜¬õ 
6. è‡èœ 7. ªð£¶õ£è ªî£Š¹À‚°«ñ™   
    Þ¼îòˆ¶‚° W› àœ÷ ð°Fèœ 
                                          - 4448 Mò£Fèœ 
The characteristics of pitham 
• According to Maruthuva thanipadal 
   “ðCî£è‹ æƒªè£Oè‡ ð£˜¬õð‡ ìˆ¶ 
        ¼CªîK êˆFªõ‹¬ñ ió‹ - àCî 
        ñFÃ˜ˆî¹ˆFõùŠ ðOˆ¶‚ è£‚°‹ 
      ÜFè£K ò£ƒè£ ùö™.” 
                          - ñ¼ˆ¶õˆ îQŠð£ì™ 
   Pitham is responsibile for Digestion, Vision, Maintenance of body temperature, 
Hunger, Thirst, Taste etc., its other functions include Thought, Knowledge, 
Strength and Softness.  
• According to Pathinen Siddhargal Naadi Sasthiram 
   “ð°ˆF´‹ Hˆî‹ ðôðôC‰¬îò£‹ 
õ°ˆF´‹ õ£‰F»‹ õ£Œc˜Iè×Á‹ 
I°ˆF´ «ñQJ¡ ñ£†® ªòKŠ«ðÁ‹ 
I°ˆ¶ˆîõQ‚° IèMìƒ¬è‚°«ñ” 
                        -ðFªù‡ Cˆî˜èœï£® ê£vFó‹” 
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According to Pathinen Siddhargal Naadi Sasthiram, the character of 
pitham are vomiting, increased salivation, burning sensation of the boby and  
kaippu taste in the tongue. 
• According to 4448 Viyathigal 
1. ¬ïŠ¹ 
2. ªñL¾ 
3. Å´ 
      4. «õè‹ 
5. ï£Ÿø‹ 
6. Ü¬ê»‹ î¡¬ñ 
7. ªïA›‰«î£´î™ 
                                           - 4448  Mò£Fèœ 
Hˆî‹ õóô£Á 
ð£óì£ Hˆîªñ¡ø AK„êù‰î£¡ 
ðFªù†´ õ¬èò£èŠ ðLˆî«î¶ 
×óì£ J¼‚A¡ø ªðK«ò£˜ î‹¬ñ 
ªò£¼‚è£«ô ðNˆîù£™ õ‰îð£õ‹ 
Yóì£ ð£ó£ñ™ ÉûEˆî™ 
Cõˆîôƒè ÷¬îŠðNˆî™ Cõ«ñªêŒî™ 
Ýóì£ «è£ðªñ¡ø ð£õˆî£«ô 
òŠð«ù Hˆîñ¶ CóC¡ «ñ«ô 
«ñ«ôP òîó‰î¬ù ªò¿‹H 
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«ñèªñ¡ø ¹óMò¶ «ð£«ôò£„² 
ñ£«ôP ¹ˆF‚°‹ Hó¬ñ«î£¡P 
ñù‹M†´‚ Ãˆî£® ªõO«ò«òA‚ 
è£«ôPŠ ðê£²«ð£Ÿ PK‰îªî¡ø 
è£ó‡ì «è£ðªñ¡ø è¼ñˆî£«ô 
ð£™«ð£½ ñùº¬ìò ªðK«ò£˜ ê£ð‹ 
ðLˆ¶îì£ ¹ˆF ªè†ì ðKêî£«ñ” 
                              - ÜèˆFò˜ è¡ñ è£‡ì‹ - 300 
According to Agasthiyar Kanma Kaandam, due to the above factors the 
pitha humour may gets derange. 
The functions of pitham 
1.  Maintains body temperature 
2.  Produces reddish or yellowish colour of the body. 
3.  Produces heat energy on digestion of food. 
4.  Produces sweating. 
5.  Induces giddiness. 
6.  Produces blood and the excess blood is let out. 
7.  Gives yellowish colouration to Skin, Eyes, Faces and Urine. 
8. Produces Anger, Haughtiness, Burning sensation, Inaction and    
Determination. 
9.  Gives Bitter or Sour taste. 
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Hˆî‹ Hó«è£H‚è‚ è£óíƒèœ 
1.    “Ý»Á Hˆî «è£ð ñFªêò‹ ªõŠ¹ˆ î£è‹ 
«î£Œ¾Á ñò˜¾ Í„²„ ªê£¡ñî‹ ¹ˆF«ðî‹ 
ð£»Á ºQ¾ ió‹ ðóMò ¹OŠHL¡ð‹ 
õ£»Á ºFóƒè‡èœ ñô…êô ñ…ê ÷£°‹ 
°í‹ªðÁ ºèƒèœ «ñQ Ã˜ Có‰ FóƒA õŸø™ 
èí‹ªðÁ‹ ñù‹«õ ø£è‚ è£†®´ƒ °O˜è£ôˆF™ 
ñí‹ªðÁêô«ñŸ ø£è‹ ¬õˆ¶ ï£ ®´‹H¡ªõŠð£™ 
Gí‹ªðÁ ñFê£óˆ¬î c†®´ºQõ£ŒHˆî‹.”  
                                                    - Angathipatham 
According to Angathipatham, the deranged pitham produces  anger, 
increased thirst, tired ness, confusion, increased intake of pulippu taste in diet, 
yellowish  coloration of eye, urine and faeces, delusion and finally results in fatty 
diarrhoea. 
2.    “HEî¼ Hˆî «è£ð‹ ªð¼è¾‡ ì£°º‡® 
èEªðÁ ñ®ŸC »Š¹Š ¹OŠ¹¬øŠ ðFèˆ î£½‹ 
ðEî¼ ñ¶Mù£½‹ ð£óí I°îô£½ 
ñEî¼ ªõò˜¾ ªõŒJ™ õNï¬ì ºQMù£½‹” 
                                                                              -Angathipatham 
According to Angathipatham, increased intake of uppu, pulippu, uraippu in 
diet, alcohol, and  prolonged exposure to sun will derange the pitha humour. 
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3.    “GˆF¬ó îM˜îô£½‹ ªï´«ïó‹ GŸ¬èò£½‹ 
°ˆFó MîˆFù£½ƒ ªè£‹ðù£˜ ñ¼‰b†ì£½‹ 
²ˆFJ™ ô£«îªè£‡ì Ü¾ûî  «î£ûˆî£½‹ 
Hˆî«ñ Hó«è£Hˆ¶Š ªð¼‰¶ò˜ ªêŒ»ƒè£«í”. 
                          - î¡õ‰îK ¬õˆFò‹ ºî™ ð£è‹ 
According to Thanvandhari Vaithiyam, prolonged standing, sleeplessness 
and impurified medicines will derange the pitha humour. 
4. According to Sathaga Naadi 
a. Hˆîï£® 
       “àÁF»œ÷ Hˆîñ¶ «î£¡P™ ªõŠ¹ 
        àwíõ£»õˆF ²óñF ê£óƒèœ 
         ñøF»ì¡ AÁAÁŠ¹ ðJˆFò «ó£è‹ 
        õ÷˜ «ê£¬èòöªôK¾ è£‰î™ ¬èŠ¹ 
         Þ¼îòˆF™ èô‚èñ¶ ñøŠ¹ î£è‹ 
         â¿ƒèù¾ «ñò ¬ù¾ ñò‚è Í˜„¬ê 
         CP¶ ªð¼‹ð£´ óˆîŠ Hó«ñèƒèœ 
      «ê˜‰¶ I° HE ðô¾… Cøƒ°‰î£«ù” 
                                                 - êîè ï£® 
b, Hˆîõ£îï£® 
“CøŠð£ù HˆîˆF™ õ£î ï£® 
    «êK½Á‰î£¶ ï†ìºîó d¬ì, 
à¬øŠð£è„ ªêKò£¬ñ‚°¡ ñ…Å¬ô 
                 »Ÿø²óƒAó£E õJŸP¬ó„ê™ ñ‰î‹ 
     Ü¬øŠð£ù æƒè£ó ¹øc˜‚«è£¬õ 
   Ýò£êIó‚è ªñ£´ ñò‚è Í˜„¬ê 
º¬ø‚è£Œ¾ Mû i‚è‹ Íôõ£Œ¾ 
    ºóì£ù «ï£Œ ðô¾ º´°‹ ð‡«ð” 
                                                  - êîè ï£® 
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c. Hˆîèð ï£® 
“ð‡ð£ù HˆîˆF™ «êˆ¶ñ ï£® 
                ðKCˆî£ ôˆF²óI¬÷Š¹ ß¬÷, 
             è‡ è£¶ ïòù ñô‹ c¼ñ…êœ 
                èùõJÁ ªð¼ñ™ ñ…êœ «ï£Œ è‡«í£¾ 
       à‡«ð£¶ ñÁˆî™ óˆîMŠ¹¼F î£Â‹, 
  à¬÷ñ£‰¬î dQêº‹ óˆî i‚è‹ 
       ï‡ð£ù è£ñ£¬ô «ê£¬è ªõŠ¹ 
 ïμAõ‰î ðô HE»‹ ï‡μ‰î£«ù” 
- êîèï£® 
 
TYPES OF PITHAM 
The pitham is of five types depending upon the locations and the functions 
as follows: 
1.  Aakkanal (Anal-pasaka-pitham) - The fire of digestion 
“Üö¬ôõ¬èˆ ªî¡ðóF™ ºî¡¬ñ ªðŸø 
 î£‚èù™î£¡ ü‹Ìî ñòñ£Œ ñŸ¬øˆ 
îö¬ô»ó‰ î‰¶¹ó‰ î¼ñ£™ à‡ì 
 ê£îˆ¬î„ ªêKŠHˆF óêˆ¬î‚ ªè£‡´ 
èö¬ôM´‰ FŠHè¬÷ ÞóŠ¬ð‚° ñ´ƒ 
 è£Kò…ªêŒ î£ùˆ¶‚ A¬ì«ò °®ò£Œ 
ñö¬ôªñ£N ñ£«î«èœ ê¬ñ‚°Iˆ¬î 
 õöƒ°õ˜è£‡ ð£êèñ£ ñù™î£ ªù¡«ø.” 
- ñ¼ˆ¶õˆ îQŠð£ì™ 
It lies between the Stomach and the intestine and causes digestion and dries 
up moist ingested substances. 
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2. Vanna eri (Ranjaga pitham) - Blood promoting fire 
This fire lies in the stomach and gives red colour to the chyme and produces 
blood. It improves blood. 
“Þ¬óŠ¬ðõ£› õ‡íªõK ÞøƒAŠ «ð£‰î 
 â™ô£×‡ ìù‚°ñ£ŸÁ Gøªñ£¡ l‰«î 
M¬óMô¡ù êˆªî™ô£‹ Ü´…ê£ ¬ô‚«è 
 «ñõ¬õŠð Fóˆîªñ£†´ Iîòˆ «îŒ‰¶ 
G¬ø‰î£Ÿø ôƒAï£À‹ñF«ê˜ «ñ¬î 
 ªïPõLò£™ M¼‹Hò£ƒ° ðEªêŒ «îï™ 
M¬óªêPªñ™ «ô£Fƒè£Œ ¹ó‚°‹ ªñŒ¬ò 
 M÷‹¹ó…ê è…ê£îè º¬ø«ò ò£«ñ.” 
- ñ¼ˆ¶õ îQŠ ð£ì™ 
3.  Aarralanki (Saadhaka pitham) - The fire of energy 
 It controls the whole body. It has the property of fullfillment. 
4. Olloli Thee (Prasaka pitham) - The fire of brightness 
 It gives colour and complexion and brightness to the skin. 
5.  Nokhazhal (Alosaga pitham) - The fire of vision 
              “àKªò£OªêŒ òö™îƒ°‰ «î£L ôˆ¬î 
 ªò£œª÷£Oˆb ªòùMOŠð˜ e«ùŒ õ£†«ê™ 
õKªè£÷‚A ï´M¼‰¶ è‡ì è£†C 
 õ¬èM÷‚è ñPM‚°‹ «ï£‚° ñƒA 
MK¾÷ Ë™õôï£õ˜ ÃÁƒ è£‰F 
 I°ŠHó£ê èñ£«ô£ê èƒè ª÷¡Á 
ªîK¾÷ˆ«î ªêò™ º¬ø¬òŠ Hˆî ¬ñ‰F¡ 
 Fèªö£OÃ˜ MNòíƒ«è äò‹ c‰«î!” 
-ñ¼ˆ¶õˆ îQŠð£ì™ 
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It lies in the eyes and causes the faculty of vision. It helps to visualize things.       
 
Types of Pitha Diseases 
1. According to Theraiyar Vagadam and Bogar vaithiyam-700, Pitha 
diseases are classified in to forty types. 
            2. According to Agathiyar Rathina churukkam, 48 types of pitha diseases 
are classified. 
            3. As per Agathiyar Gurunaadi- 235, pitha diseases classified in to 44 
types. 
            4. According to Jeevarakshamirtham,  pitha diseases classified in to forty 
types. 
They are, 
1. Rathapitha Rogam 2. Amla pitha Rogam 
3. Aavarana pitha Rogam 4. Unmatha pitha Rogam 
5. Vismiguthi (Marathi) 6. Dikthamiguthi (Kasappu) 
7. Aasiyabaga Pitham 8. Jimmiga Pitham 
9. Durgantha Pitham 10. Thathuru Pitham 
11. Soga Pitham 12. Moorchai Pitham 
13. Kandu Pitham 14. Pidaga Pitham 
15. Anala Pitham 16. Suvetha Pitham (Viyarvai) 
17. Ithma Pitham 18. Soola  Pitham 
19. Vishtamba Pitham (Thigaithal) 20. Ikka Pitham (Kottavi) 
21. Virana Pitham 22. Oorthuva Pitham 
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23. Suvasa  Pitham 24. Sem Pitham 
25. Karum Pitham 26. Karappan  Pitham 
27. Eri Pitham 28. Thudi Pitham 
29. Vishtamba Pitham 30. Moola Pitham 
31. Kala Pitham 32. Odu Pitham 
33. Moodu Pitham 34. Nadukku Pitham 
35.  Kabala Pitham 36. Dhaga Pitham 
37. Thimir Pitham 38. Valipitha Rogam 
39. Kirumi Pitham 40. Maruntheedu Pitham 
 
PREVENTIVE ASPECTS TO AVOID MOOLAPITHAM 
1.Have to take regular oil bath once in 4 days.  
2. Have to take plenty of water and buttermilk. 
3. Have to take lot of leafy vegetables, fibre content vegetables and fruits. 
4. Have to take sitz bath regularly 
5. Have to avoid too much of tubres in diet except Karunai Kizhangu. 
6. Don’t strain to pass stools. 
7. Don’t use too much of spices, tamarind, vali producing diet. 
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PATHOLOGICAL VIEW OF MOOLA PIHAM 
The human body is made up of ninety-six thathuvams. Alterations in any 
thathuvams result in pathological states. Moola pitham results basically from 
derangements of pitham and vatham. This is best illustrated in the verse, 
“ÜQô Hˆî ªî£‰î ñô£¶ Íô‹ õó£¶” 
                           -Therar sekarappa 
Initially in any pathologic state the affected thaththuvams are the 
panchabootham. The various aetiological factors of Moolam annihilate the normal 
structure of Vayu, Aahaayam and thee boothams in Moolaathaaram. If this state is 
allowed to persist then the bootham responsible to carryout the Kanmavidayam. 
Visarkam, neer gets deranged in the very long run. 
Since vayu and Aahayam constitute Vaatham and thee constitutes piththam, 
immediately these two humours are deranged. 
Vaatham in the body manifests as ten Vayus. Among them those having 
connections with the anal canal is abaanan, piraanan and Devathaththan gets 
deranged. Simulataneously with the Vayukkal and Naadigal having connections 
with the moolathaaram i.e. guhu and suzhumunai along with other thaththuvams 
produce systemic manifestations. 
Piththam in the body manifests as five types Viz, Analapitham, Ranjagam, 
Brasagam, Aalosogam and Saathagam. All these are affected in Moola pitham. 
Kabam deranges very lately, if the patient is left untreated for days together to 
produce Kaba diseases such as Sobai etc. 
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Deranged 96 thathuvas are as follows 
 Earth  - External mass in the anus. 
 Water  - Burning sensation in the eyes, External mass in the anus. 
  Fire  - Increased pulippu taste in the tongue,  drowsiness, sluggish ness.  
   Air  -Constipation,Indigestion,Cramping pain in the pst.asp.of thigh.  
 Space  - Hated ness, increased anger. 
 
Iymporigal / Iympulangal 
 Mei             - External mass in the anus. 
 Vai             - Presence of pulippu or kaippu taste. 
 
Kanmentheriyam / Kanmavidayam 
 Eruvai   -  Constipation or loose stools. 
 
Anthakaranam 
 Manam - Delusion. 
 Putthi  - Difficult to analyses . 
            Ahankaram - Indecisiveness 
 Siddham - Reduced ability of achieves 
   
Naadi  
  Guhu             -      Pain in the anal region.      
 
Asayam 
 Amarvasayam  -      Indigestion 
 Pakirvaraym  -      Reduced absorbtion. 
Malavasayam  -      Constipation or loose stools, External mass in the anus. 
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Kosam 
 Annamaya Kosam -      Seven physical constituents gets deranged. 
            Pranamaya kosam -      Constipation or loose stools. 
 
Aadharam 
Moolaathaaram -       Pain in the anal region. 
 
Gunam 
Thamo gunam             -       Drowsiness, sluggish ness 
 
HUMORAL   OR TRIDOSHA  PATHOLOGY 
Panchaboothams are manifested in the body as three vital forces, 
Vaatham  
Piththam 
Kabham 
VAATHAM (OR) VAYU 
The word Vayu not only implies wind but also comprehens all the 
phenomenon which comes under the functions of the central and sympathetic 
nervous system. Structurally it is the combination of Vayu and Aahaya bootham. 
So it is affected in Moola pitham. Normally it carries out respiration, circulation of 
blood, locomotion, carrying sensory signals and motor signals to and from the 
brain, micturition, defaecation, parturition, sensation of hearing, sight, taste etc. 
It is located in idakalai, abaanan, faeces, spermatic cord, pelvic bones, skin, 
hair, nerves & muscles. It has ten types 
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In Moolapitham primarily affected Vayukkal are, 
1. Abaanan 
2. Piraanan 
3. Viyanan 
4. Samaanan 
5. Kirukaran 
6. Dhevathaththan. 
These deranged Vayukkal affects udal thathukkal and malam.  
This is best illustrated in the table below. 
S.no Typesof vatham Derangements 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Piranan 
Abanan 
Viyanan 
Samanan 
Kiruharan 
Dhevathathan 
Reduced appetite.  
Constipation or Loose stools 
Cramping pain in the both thighs 
Reduced appetite 
Reduced appetite   
Sluggishness, Anxiety 
 
PITHAM  
It is the life manifestation of thee bootham in the body. It is the metabolic 
thermal life force of the body. It carries out digestion, absorption, metabolism 
coloration of the blood etc. 
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Piththam is located in piraana Vayu, bladder, moolaakini, Heart, Umbilical 
region, abdomen, stomach, sweat, salaiva, blood, eyes and skin. 
As moolaatharam is in the akkini mandalam, any pathological condition here 
can harm the moolaakkini and eventually derange the piththa humour. In 
moolapitham all the piththams are affected. 
Symptoms are produced when deranged piththams affect the seven thathus 
and malam. 
This is best illustrated in the table below  
S.No Typesof Pitham Derangements 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Anarpiththam 
Ranjagapitham  
Piraasagam 
Aalosagam 
Saathagam   
Reduced appetite 
Pallorness of the tongue, eyes 
 
Skin wrinkles around the anus 
 
Diminished vision 
 
Difficult to sit and travel for long 
hours. 
 
KABAM  
Kabam has Appu and Pirithivi boothams. It is responsible for co-ordination 
and defence machanism of the body. 
Kabam is located in samaanavayu, semen, suzhumunai, blood, phlegm, bone 
marrow, nose, chest, nurve, bone, brain, eyes and joints. 
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Initially in Moolapitham Kabam is not deranged but in untreated cases all the 
five types of kabam are affected. This causes pathologic changes in the thathus 
leading to Sobai Noi. 
When thathuvams, including Vaatham, piththam, kabam are deranged, they 
affect seven udal thathukkal Viz, Saaram, Senneer, Oon, Kozhuppu, Enbu, Moolai, 
Sukkilam or Suronitham and Udalthees. They affect three malams and inturn 
produce various symptoms according to the severity and the site of ailment. 
Deranged Udal thathukkal are as follows 
Saarum  -  Reduced  appetite. 
 
Senner   -  Increased pulippu taste, Pallorness of the tongue and eyes . 
 
Oon               -  External mass in the anus. 
 
Kozhuppu        -         Skin wrinkles, dryness  around the anus. 
 
Enbu      -        Longitudinal fissures in the nails, Hair falling. 
 
Moolai   -         Body pain  
 
Deranged Vegangal are as follows 
 
Abanan -  Constipation. 
 
Malam  -  Constipation. 
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Manikkadai Nool 
“ãNQ™ º‚è£™ è£E™ â¿ŠH´‹ W«öÍô‹ 
î£›õ¶ ªó‡´è£ô‰ î¬ôò£® ñèˆ¶ GŸ°‹ 
«î£÷¶ õ¼ûñ£‡ì£Œ «î£¡P´ è‡ìñ£¬ô 
ï£÷¶ ªê™ô„ªê™ô ï£CJ™ óˆîƒ è£μ‹” 
                                  - Åì£ñE èòÁ ÅˆFó‹ 
                   - ðFªù‡ Cˆî˜èœ ï£® ê£vFó‹ 
 Though the moola noigal have the viral kadai alavu of 7 ¾ as per Sooda 
Manikkayiru Soothiram, most of the Moolapitham cases have the normal viral kadai 
alavu of 11 ½. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The clinical study on topic “Moolapitham” was carried out in the Out 
- Patient Department of AyothiDoss Pandithar Hospital of the National Institute of 
Siddha, Tambaram Sanatorium, Chennai. 
Selection of Cases 
30 cases were selected from the out patient department and were followed under 
the supervision of the professor and lecturer of the Noi Nadal department. 
Population and Sample 
              The population consists of Moolapitham patients with external mass in the 
anus, diarrhoea with flatulence, hat’red, excited with anger, drowsiness, pallorness, 
edema, sluggishness, burning sensation in the eyes, and cramping pain in the thigh 
region. The sample consists of patients attending the OPD/ IPD of AyothiDoss Pandithar 
Hospital of the National Institute of Siddha, Chennai. 
 
 Inclusion criteria 
  Age above 30 years 
 Exclusion criteria 
        Bleeding piles and fissure in ano. 
        Patients of serious illnesses 
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Study on Siddha Clinical Diagnosis 
Siddha diagnostics methods such as 96 Thathuvams, Mukkutram, Udal thathukal, 
Envagai thervugal, Nilam, Kaalam, Sothidam and Manikkadai nool were noted. 
The Clinical Investigations 
 For further detailed study about this disease, the modern investigatory 
parameters are used.  The following routine laboratory investigations were 
carried out in the patients. 
 1. Total count 
 2. Differential count 
 3. Erythrocyte sedimentation rate 
 4. Haemoglobin estimation 
Urine 
 Albumin 
 Sugar 
 Deposits 
Motion 
 Ova 
 Cyst 
          Bacteria 
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OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS 
Table – 1 
AGE DISTRIBUTION 
Age No of cases Percentage 
1-33 yrs 
34-66 yrs 
67-100yrs 
4 
25 
1 
13.33 
83.33 
3.33 
Total 30 100 
 
 Among 30 cases of 83.3% of cases comes under Pitha kaalam ie: 34-66 yrs, 
13.3% of cases comes under kabha kalam ie – 1-33yrs. 
Table – 2 
GENDER DISTRIBUTION 
Gender No of cases Percentage 
Male 
Female 
11 
19 
36.66 
63.33 
Total 30 100 
 
  Among 30 cases 63.3% of case are female, 37.3% cases are male. 
Table - 3 
 FOOD HABITS 
Food habits No of cases Percentage 
Vegetarian 
Non – Vegetarian 
2 
28 
6.66 
93.33 
Total 30 100 
  Out of 30 cases 93.3% of cases are vegetarians and 6.6% cases are non-
vegetarians. 
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Table: 4 
 
ETIOLOGY FOR PITHA DISEASES 
 
Etiology No.of 
Moolapitham 
Cases 
Percentage 
Increased intake of Pulippu taste 29 96.66 
Increased intake of Kaarppu taste 24 80 
Increased of intake of Uppu taste 19 63.33 
Increased intake of Kizhangu vagaigal  
                                         Except  karunai 
27 90 
Intake of Uncooked food 25 83.33 
Resisting appetite 13 43.33 
Stress and strain 16 53.33 
Increased  anger 26 70 
Insomnia 9 30 
Perverted sexual contact 0 0 
Over exposure to heat and sun 7 23.33 
Riding for prolonged period 6 20 
 
 
 Out of 30 cases 96.6% of cases have the history of increased intake of Pulippu 
taste, 90%  of cases for increased intake of Kizhangu vagaigal , 83.3%%  of cases for 
Intake of Uncooked food, 80% cases for Increased intake of Kaarppu taste ,70%  of cases 
for Increased  anger , 63.3% of cases for increased intake of  Uppu taste, 53.3% of cases 
have Stress and strain. 
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Table -5 
ENVAGAI THERVU 
 
Envagai Thervu 
 
No. of cases 
out of 30 
Percentage 
 
Naa  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thanmai 
 
Maapadithal 12 40 
Vedippu 3 10 
Niram  
 
Karuppu 2 6.66 
Velluppu  28 93.33 
Suvai 
 
Pulippu 4 13.33 
Kaippu 26 86.66 
 
 
Vaineer Ooral 
Increased 17 56.66 
Normal 7 23.33 
Reduced 6 20.00 
Niram  
 
 
 
 
Karuppu 8 26.66 
Manjal 12 40 
Veluppu 10 33.33 
 
Mozhi 
 
 
 
 
Sama oli 4 13.33 
Urattha oli 20 66.66 
Thazhnthaoli 6 20 
 
Vizhi 
 
 
Niram 
Manjal 2 6.66 
Veluppu 28 93.33 
Thanmai Erichal 30 100 
 
 
Meikuri 
Nilai 
 
Mitha Veppam 6 20 
Migu Veppam 24 80 
 
Viyarvai 
 
Normal 5 16.66 
Increased  24 80 
Decreased 1 3.33 
Thoduvali Present 30 100 
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 Among 30 cases 40% of cases have maa padinthirutthal in their tongue, 10% of 
cases have Vedippu in their tongue. Among 30 cases 93.33% of cases have Veluppu 
(Pallorness) in their tongue, 6.6% have Karuppu niram. Among 30 cases 86.6% of cases 
have Kaippu taste, 13.3% cases have Pullippu taste in their tongue.  
 
Among 30 cases 56.6 % of cases have increased vai neer ooral. 
 
 Among 30 cases 33.33% of cases have Veluppu niram i.e. general pallor ness of 
the body, 40% of the cases have manjal niram i.e. wheatish colour and 26.66% have 
karuppu niram i.e. brownish colour of the body. Out of 30 cases 66.6% of cases have 
Uratha oli .Out of 30 cases 93.33% of cases have  pallor ness of the eye and  6.66% of the 
cases have Manjal venvizhi ie: brownish yellow (Muddy conjuctiva). Most of the cases 
have kan erichchal. 
 
Out of 30 cases 80% of cases have Migu veppa udal nilai. Out of 30 cases 80% of 
cases have increased viyarvai. All the 30 cases have the tenderness in the pile mass. 
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Table: 6  
                                       NAADI 
                              Naadi No.of.Cases 
out of 30 
Percentage
Naadi Nithanam Vanmai 26 86.66 
Menmai 4 13.3 
 
Naadi Panbhu 
 
Puranadi 30 100 
Kalathal 30 100 
Kathithal 26 86.66 
Illaithal 4 13.33 
 
Naadi Nadai 
Azhalvali 24 80 
Valiazhal 6 20 
 
NAADI NADAI 
80%
20%
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
Pitha
vaatham
Vaatha
pitham
Azhal vali
Vali azhal
 
Out of 30 cases 100% of cases having the puranadai and Kalathal characters in the 
naadi panbhu, 86.7% of cases having the Kathithal and 13.3% of cases showed Illaithal 
characters in their Naadi panbhu. Among 30 cases 80% of cases have the naadinadai of 
Azhal vali, 20% cases have Vali azhal naadi. 
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Table-7     
                                                MALAM 
                        Malam No. of cases 
out of 30 
Percentage 
Niram 
 
Manjal 29 96.6 
Manjal with Seetham 1 3.33 
 
 
Thanmai 
 
 
Sikkal 26 86.66 
Siruthal 26 86.66 
Kalichal 4 13.33 
Seetham 1 3.33 
Venmai 2 6.66 
Kirumi 1 3.33 
           Among 30 cases 86.6% of cases have Sikkal and Siruthal thanmai in their Malam, 
13.3% of cases have Kalichal thanmai and 3.3% have Kirumi i.e. (Klebsilla). Among 30 
cases 96.6% of cases have manjal colored stools, 3.3% of cases have Manjal with mucus 
mixed stool. 
Table- 8 
NEER 
                              Neer        No. of cases 
out of 30 
Percentage
 
Neerkuri 
 
 
 
 
Niram  Manjal 30 100 
Manam Normal 30 100 
 
Nurai 
Nil 20 66.66 
Reduced 10 33.33 
Edai Normal 30 100 
Enjal Normal 30 100 
 
Neikuri 
 
Aravathil Mothiram 6 20 
Mothirathil Aravam 24 80 
Mellena Paraviyathu 30 100 
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Neerkuri 
 All the 30 cases have manjal (Yellowish) colored urine. Among 30 cases 30 % of 
cases have reduced nurai of urine. All the 30 cases have normal edai of urine. All the 30 
cases have normal alavu (enjal) of urine out put. 
 
Neikuri 
 Among 30 cases 86.6% of cases have Mothirathil aravam, 13.3% of cases have 
Aravathil mothiram, All the 30 cases sows Mella paravel (slow spread) character in their 
Neerkuri. 
Table- 9 
DERANGED VATHAM 
Vatham No. of cases out 
of 30 
Percentage 
Pranan 
Abanan 
Samanan 
Uthanan 
Viyanan 
Naahan 
Koorman 
Kiruharan 
Devathaththan 
Dhananjeyan 
30 
30 
30 
6 
30 
0 
8 
30 
30 
- 
100 
100 
100 
20.0 
100 
0 
26.66 
100 
100 
- 
 
 All the 30 cases have deranged Pranan, Abanan, Samanan, Viyanan, 
 Kiruharan  and Dhevathathan. 
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Table- 10 
DERANGED PITHAM 
 
Pitham No. of cases out 
of   30 
Percentage 
Anar pitham 
Ranjaga pitham 
Alosaga pitham 
Prasaga pitham 
Saathaga pitham 
30 
30 
8 
30 
30 
100 
100 
26.66 
100 
100 
  
               All the 30 cases have deranged analam, Ranjagam, Prasagam and saathagam. 
26.6% of cases have deranged Aalosagam. 
Table -11 
DERANGED KAPHAM 
 
Kapham No. of cases  out 
of 30 
Percentage 
Avalambagam 
Kilethagam 
Pothagam 
Tharpagam 
Santhigam 
0 
30 
30 
30 
14 
0 
100 
100 
100 
46.66 
 
 
                 All the 30 cases have deranged Kilethakabam, Pothagam and Tharpagam. 
46.6% of cases have deranged Santhigam. 
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Table - 12 
UDAL THATHUKKAL 
 
 
Udal Thathukkal No. of cases out 
of 30 
Percentage 
Saarum 
Senner 
Oon 
Kozhuppu 
Enbu 
Moolai 
Sukilam / Suronitham 
30 
30 
30 
30 
14 
14 
0 
100 
100 
100 
100 
46.66 
46.66 
0 
 
  All the 30 cases have deranged saarum, Senner, Oon and Kozhuppu. 46.6% of 
cases have deranged, enbu and moolai. 
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Table- 13 
RASI DISTRIBUTION 
 
 
Rasi No. of cases out 
of 30 
Percentage 
Mesham 
Rishabam 
Midhunam 
Katakam 
Simmam 
Kanni 
Thulam 
Virchikam 
Dhanusu 
Maharam 
Kumbam 
Meenam 
Not known 
2 
1 
1 
2 
3 
0 
2 
7 
0 
0 
1 
0 
11 
6.66 
3.33 
3.33 
6.66 
10.0 
0 
6.66 
23.33 
0 
0 
3.33 
0 
36.33 
 
 
Among 30 cases 23.3% cases have Viruchiga Rasi, 10 % have Simma 
Rasi, 6.6% have Katagam and Mesha Rasi, 3.3% have Rishabam and Midhuna 
Rasi. 
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Table- 14 
                         NATCHATHIRAM DISTRIBUTION 
 
Natchathiram No. of cases  
out of 30 
Percentage 
Aswini 
Barani 
Rohini 
Mirugaseeridam 
Poosam 
Ayilyam 
Makam 
Pooram 
Swathi 
Anusham 
Kettai 
Avittam 
Not known 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
4 
1 
11 
3.33 
3.33 
3.33 
0 
3.33 
3.33 
3.33 
6.66 
6.66 
10.0 
13.33 
3.33 
36.66 
 
 
           Among 30 cases 13.3% cases have Kettai Natchathiram, 10% have 
Anusham, 6.6% have Pooram and Swathi Natchathiram . 
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CLINICAL FEATURES
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Table- 15 
CLINICAL FEATURES 
Clinical Features No. Of Cases  Percentage 
Flatulence with diarrhoea 
Hat’red 
Excited with over anger 
External mass in the anus 
Cramping pain in the post. asp. of the 
thigh 
Pallor ness 
Edema 
Drowsiness 
Sluggishness 
Burning sensation in the eyes 
24 
11 
30 
30 
29 
 
28 
0 
17 
30 
29 
80 
36.66 
100 
100 
96.66 
 
93.33 
0 
56.66 
100 
96.66 
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    Among 30 cases 100% of cases have excited with over anger, External mass in 
the anus and Sluggishness, 96.6% of cases have Cramping pain in the post. asp. of the 
thigh and Burning sensation in the eyes , 93.3%  of cases have Pallorness, 80% of cases  
have Flatulence with diarrhoea, 56.6%  of cases have Drowsiness,  36.6%  of cases have 
Hat’red.
Various degrees of moola mulaigal
53%
13.33% 10.00%
3.33%
16.66%
3.33%
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
3 7 11
   
   
   
 3
, 7
   
   
  7
, 1
1
   
 3
, 7
 ,
11
Degrees
3
7
11
         3, 7
        7, 11
     3, 7, 11
Table -16 
MOOLA MULAI 
Degree of  Moola Mulai / 
Mulaigal 
No. of Cases Percentage 
3˚ 
7˚ 
11˚ 
3˚,7˚ 
7˚,11˚ 
3˚,7˚,11˚ 
5 
16 
4 
3 
1 
1 
16.66 
53.33 
13.33 
10.00 
3.33 
3.33 
Total 30 100 
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          Among 30 cases 53.33% of cases have 7 ‘o’cloock Position, 13.3% of cases 
have 3 ‘o’clock Position, 13.3% of cases have 11‘o’ Position and 10% of cases have3, 7 
‘o’ clock Position of external mass in the anus. 
 
Table: 17 
                                                       MANIKKDAI NOOL 
 
Manikkadai Nool (Viral Kadai Alavu) No. of Cases  Percentage 
9 
10 ½ 
10¾ 
11 
11 ½ 
11¾ 
12 
12½ 
1 
2 
5 
6 
12 
1 
2 
1 
3.33 
6.66 
16.66 
20.0 
40.0 
3.33 
6.66 
3.33 
Total 30 100 
 
                Among 30 cases 40%  of cases have 11 ½ Viral kadai alavu , 20% of cases 
have 11 Viral kadai alavu,16.6%  of cases have 103/4 Viral kadai alavu , 6.6% of cases  
have 12 Viral kadai alavu. 
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Table – 18 
                   Estimation of  Haemoglobin 
Haemoglobin(gm%) No.of cases Percentage 
8.0 - 9.0 
9.1-  10.0 
10.1 - 11.0 
11.1 - 12.0 
12.1 - 13.0 
13.1 - 14.0 
14.1 - 15.0 
2 
9 
11 
4 
2 
0 
2 
6.66 
30.00 
36.33 
13.33 
6.66 
0 
6.66 
Total 30 100 
 
Among  30 cases  36.66% have Haemoglobin ranging from 10.1- 11.0 gms %. 
30% have ranging from 9.1- 10 gms %. 
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THE RECTUM 
Anatomy 
  The Rectum is a curved segment of the bowel, approximately 12cm long, 
lying in the concavity of the mid and lower sacrum. The upper -two thirds of the anterior 
rectum but not the posterior surface is covered by peritoneum.  
 
  The rectum has an ill-defined anatomical beginning, but surgically the 
recto sigmoid junction lies opposite the sacral promontory. The rectum is continuous with 
the sigmoid colon at the level of the third sacral vertebra and terminates at the upper end 
of the anal canal. At this point, the pubo rectalis muscle encircles the posterior and lateral 
aspects of the junction, creating the ano rectal angle (normally120). 
 
  The rectum is approximately 12- 25 cm long. In the upper part, it has the 
same diameter (4cm) as that of the sigmoid colon, but in the lower part it is dilated to 
form the rectal ampulla. 
 
  The rectum has three lateral curvatures. The upper and lower are convex 
to the right, and the middle convex to the left. On the mucosal(lumen)aspect, these three 
curves are marked by semi circular folds(Houston’s valves).That part of the rectum that 
lies below the middle valve has a much wider diameter than the upper third and is known 
as the ampulla of the rectum. 
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Relations of the rectum 
 
 Male Female 
Anterior Bladder 
Seminal vesicle 
Ureters 
Prostate 
Urethra 
Pouch of Douglas 
Uterus 
Cervix 
Posterior vaginal wall 
 
Lateral 
Lateral ligaments 
Middle rectal arteries 
Obturator internus 
muscle 
Side wall of pelvis 
Levator ani muscle 
Lateral ligaments 
Middle rectal arteries 
Obturator internus 
muscle 
Side wall of pelvis 
Levator ani muscle 
Posterior Sacrum and coccyx 
Loose areolar tissue  
Fascial condensation 
Superior rectal artery 
Lymphatics 
Sacrum and coccyx 
Loose areolar tissue  
Fascial condensation 
Superior rectal artery 
Lymphatics 
 
 
Blood supply 
1. The superior rectal artery is the direct continuation of the inferior mesenteric 
artery and is the main arterial supply of the rectum. 
2. The middle rectal artery arises on each side from the internal iliac artery and 
provides an arterial supply to the muscle of the mid and lower rectum. 
3. The inferior rectal arteries are terminal branches of the internal pudendal 
arteries. They supply the internal and external sphincters, the anal canal below 
its valves, and the perianal skin. 
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Venous drainage 
   The superior haemorrhoidal veins draining the upper half of the anal canal 
above the dentate line pass upwards to become the rectal veins these unite to form the 
superior rectal vein, which later becomes the inferior mesenteric vein. 
 
Lymphatic drainage 
   The Para rectal nodes lie within the mesorectum, a variable distance from 
the rectal wall. The overall direction of drainage is upwards along the branches of the 
superior rectal artery. 
 
Innervation 
• The rectum is innervated primarily via the inferior mesenteric plexus. Both 
sympathetic and Para sympathetic fibers form a plexus along branches of the 
superior rectal artery. 
• A small contribution is also made by fibers of the middle rectal plexus along 
the branches of the middle rectal artery. These are derived from the inferior 
hypo gastric plexus. 
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ANAL CANAL 
Anatomy 
 The anal canal commences at the level where the rectum passes through 
the pelvic diaphragm and ends at the anal verge and is approximately 5cm in length. The 
muscular junction between the rectum and anal canal can be felt with the finger as a 
thickened ridge the anorectal ‘bundle’ or ‘ring’. The anal canal consists of an inner 
epithelial lining, a vascular sub epithelium, the internal and external anal sphincters and 
fibro muscular supporting tissue. 
Anal canal musculature 
1. The internal sphincter 
2. The longitudinal muscle 
3. The external sphincter 
4. The puborectalis 
The ano rectal ring 
• The ano rectal ring marks the junction between the rectum and the anal canal. 
• It is formed by the joining of the pubo rectalis muscle, the deep external sphincter, 
conjoined longitudinal muscle and the highest part of the internal sphincter.  
• The ano rectal ring can be clearly felt digitally, especially on its posterior and 
lateral aspects. 
 The Dentate line 
• The dendate line is a most important land mark both morphologically and 
surgically. 
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• It represents the site of fusion of the proctodaeum and post – allantoic gut, and the 
position of the anal membrane, remnants of which may frequently be seen as anal 
papillae situated on the free margin of the anal valves. 
Arterial supply 
• The anal canal is supplied by branches from the superior, middle and inferior 
haemorrhoidal arteries. 
• The most important is the superior haemorrhoidal, whose left branch supplies the 
left half of the canal by a single terminal branch, while its right has two terminal 
branches. 
Venous drainage 
• The superior and middle haemorrhoidal veins drain via the inferior mesenteric 
vein into the portal system, having become the superior rectal vein.  
• The superior haemorrhoidal vein drains the upper half of the anal canal. 
• The inferior haemorrhoidal veins drain the lower half of the anal canal and the 
subcutaneous perianal plexus of veins: they eventually join the external iliac vein 
on each side. 
Lymphatic drainage 
• Lymph from the upper half of the anal canal flows upwards to drain into the post 
rectal lymph nodes and from there goes to the para- aortic nodes via the inferior 
mesenteric vein. 
• Lymph from the lower half of the anal canal drains on each side first into the 
superficial and then into the deep inguinal group of lymph glands. 
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Gastro intestinal autonomic reflexes 
The uppermost part of the GIT and the rectum are controlled principally by 
autonomic reflexes. For instance, the smell of appetizing food or the presence of food in 
the mouth initiates signals from the nose and mouth to the vagal, glossopharingeal and 
salivatory nuclei of the brain stem. These in turn transmit signals through the para 
sympathetic nerves to the secretory glands of the mouth and stomach, causing secretion 
of digestive juices sometimes even before food enters the mouth. 
When fecal matter fills the rectum at the lower end of alimentary canal, sensory 
impulses initiated by stretching the rectum are sent to the sacral portion of the spinal 
cord, and a reflex signal is transmitted back through the sacral para sympathetic to the 
distal parts of the colon; these result in strong peristaltic contractions that cause 
defaecation. 
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A VIEW ON HAEMORRHOIDS 
 
Ano rectal disorders may cause significant morbidity, primarily as a result of pain. 
As with the general population, haemorrhoidal disease is the most common ano rectal 
disorder. 
  Haemorrhoids (Greek: haima=blood, rhoos= flowing; synonym: piles (Latin 
pila=a ball) are dilated veins occurring in relation to the anus. Such haemorrhoids may be 
external or internal, i.e. external or internal to the anal orifice. The external variety is 
covered by skin, while the internal variety lies beneath the anal mucous membrane. When 
the two varieties are associated, they are known as intero external haemorrhoids. 
 
  The veins that form internal haemorrhoids become engorged as the anal lining 
descends and is gripped by the anal sphincters. The mucosal lining is gathered 
prominently in three places (the anal cushion), which can be in the areas of the three 
terminal branches of the superior haemorrhoidal artery, but this is exceptional 
(Thomson). 
The anal cushions are present in embryonic life and are necessary for full 
continence. Straining causes these cushions to slide downwards and internal 
haemorrhoids develop in the prolapsing tissues.  
A external haemorrhoid is commonly termed peri anal haematoma. It is a small 
clot occurring in the peri anal subcutaneous connective tissue, usually superficial to the 
corrugator cutis ani muscle. The condition is due to back pressure on an anal veneule 
consequent upon straining at stool, coughing or lifting a heavy weight. 
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           The condition appears suddenly and is very painful, and on examination a tense, 
tender swelling that resembles a semiripe black current is seen. The haematoma is usually 
situated in a lateral region of the anal margin.  
Untreated, it may resolve, suppurate, fibrose and give rise to a cutaneous tag, or 
burst and extrude the clot, or continue bleeding. In the majority of cases, resolution or 
fibrosis occurs. Indeed, this condition has been called “ a 5- day, painful, self limiting 
lesion”.  
            Haemorrhoids may be symptomatic of some other condition, and this important 
fact must be remembered. Symptomatic haemorrhoids may appear. 
• During pregnancy, piles are due to compressing of the superior rectal veins by the 
pregnant uterus and the relaxing effect of progesterone on the smooth muscle in 
the walls of the veins, plus an increased pelvic circulating volume. 
• From straining at micturitIon consequent upon a stricture of the urethra-or an 
enlarged prostate. 
• From chronic constipation. 
• Occasionally, patients with portal hypertension develop rectal varices, and these 
should not be confused with haemorrhoids. 
Histology 
• Histologically, haemorrhoids consist of dilated veins in the mucosa and sub 
mucosa.  
• There may be evidence of thrombosis or haemosiderin deposition from a previous 
episode of bleeding. 
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• Depending on whether the haemorrhoids arise above or below the dentate line, 
they may be covered by columnar, transitional or non keratinizing squamous 
mucosa. 
Morphology 
• The varicosities may develop in the inferior haemorrhoidal plexus and thus are 
located below the ano rectal line (external hemorrhoids). 
• Alternatively, there may develop from dilatation of the superior haemorrhoidal 
plexus and produce internal haemorrhoids. 
• Commonly, both plexus are affected, and the varicosities are referred to as 
combined haemorrhoids.  
• Histologically, these lesions consist only of thin-walled, dilated, sub mucosal 
varices that produce beneath the anal or rectal mucosa. . 
 
Aetiology 
1. Heriditory 
• The condition is so frequently seen in members of the same family that there must 
be a predisposing factor, such as a congenital weakness of the vein walls or an 
abnormally large arterial supply to the rectal plexus.  
• Varicose veins of the legs and haemorrhoids often occur concurrently. 
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2. Morphological 
• In humans, the weight of the column of blood unassisted by valves produces a 
high venous pressure in the lower rectum.  
• Except in a few fat old dogs, haemorrhoids are exceedingly rare in animals. 
 
3. Anatomical 
• The collecting radicles of the superior haemorrhoidal vein lie unsupported in the 
very loose sub mucous connective tissue of the ano rectum.  
• These veins pass through muscular tissue and are liable to be constricted by its 
contraction during defaecation.The superior rectal veins, being tributaries of the 
portal vein, have no valves. 
 
4. Exacerbating factors 
• Straining accompanying constipation or that induced by over purgation is 
considered to be a potent cause of haemorrhoids.  
• Less often, the diarrhoea of enteritis, colitis or the dysenteries aggravates latent 
haemorrhoids. In both instances, descent and swelling of the anal cushions are 
prominent features. 
 
5. Pathology 
  Internal haemorrhoids are frequently arranged in three groups at 3, 7 and 11 o’ 
clock with the patient in the lithotomy position. 
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  This distribution has been ascribed to the venous drainage of the anus, where by 
there are two subdivisions of the right branch remains single, but this is now known to be 
atypical. In between these three primary haemorrhoids here may be smaller secondary 
haemorrhoids. Each principal haemorrhoid can be divided into three parts. 
• The pedicle is situated at the ano rectal ring. As seen through a proctoscope, it is 
covered with pale –pink mucosa. Occasionally, a pulsating artery can be felt in 
this situation. 
• The internal haemorrhoid commences just below the   ano rectal ring. It is bright –
red or purple, and covered by mucous membrane. It is of variable size. 
• An external associated haemorrhoid lies between the dentate line and the anal 
margin. It is covered by skin, through which blue veins can be seen; unless 
fibrosis has occurred. This associated haemorrhoid is present only in well- 
established cases. 
 
Differential Diagnosis 
1. Fissure-in-ano 
  This is a longitudinal ulcer in the anal canal with surrounding edema and 
inflammatory induration.Brigh streak of blood with the passage of stool and pain after 
defaecation are the characteristic features. It is always associated with spasm of the anal 
sphincters. 
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2. Rectal varices 
  In response to portal hypertension, varices can develop in the rectal 
mucosa between the superior haemorrhoidal veins (portal circulation) and the middle and 
inferior haemorrhoidal veins (systemic circulation).With anoscopy or sigmoidoscopy, 
rectal varices are seen as vascular structures located several centimeters above the dentate 
line. About 60% of patients with a history of bleeding esophageal varices have rectal 
varices. 
 
3. Fistula-in-ano 
         This is a track lined by granulation tissue which opens deeply in the anal canal or 
rectum and superficially on the skin around the anus. A history of intermittent swelling 
with pain, discomfort and discharge in the perianal region can often be obtained. 
 
4. Rectal prolapse 
This condition is seen in children between 1 to 3 years and in the elderly after 40 years of 
age. The main complaint is that something is coming per rectum during defaecation. The 
prolapse may reduce spontaneously or require digital reduction. 
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  DISCUSSION 
 
Moolapitham, a clinical entity which is described in yugi vaithiya  
chinthamani, is taken for the detailed study. 
 
            In  National  Institute of Siddha , Out Patient Department, the author have seen 
100 patients of moola  noigal like Rakthamoolam, Pura moolam , Pavuthiram, Aasana 
vedippu and Aasanakkatti,  and Vireki adithalal. In which most of them having the 
symptoms like external mass in the anus with out bleeding. These symptoms are more 
likely to be seen in   Moolapitham as per yugi vaithiya chinthamani. So, the researcher 
has taken ‘Moolapitham’ for the study. 
 
           According to yugi vaithiya chinthamani ‘Moolapitham’ is classified under the 
pitha diseases. 
 
Moolapitham has the symptoms of flatulence with diarrhoea , hat’ red , excited 
with over anger, external mass in the anus, cramping pain in the posterior aspect of the 
thigh, pallor ness , edema, drowsiness, sluggishness and burning sensation in the  eyes. 
Besides most of the parameters being used in siddha aspects. 
The study consists of 30 patients between the age group of 30-70 years. Among 
the 30 cases 20 cases were seen in O.P.D and 10 cases were admitted in I.P.D of 
AyothiDoss Pandithar Hospital of National Institute of Siddha, Tambaram Sanatorium, 
Chennai- 47. 
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  Among 30 cases 83.3 % of cases comes under pitha kaalam i.e.34-66 yrs. 13.3 % 
of cases comes under kabha kaalam i.e. 1-33 yrs. Among the 30 cases 63.3% cases are 
female, 37.3 % of cases are male. 
 
 Most of the 93.3 % of cases were vegetarians and 6.6 % of cases were                              
non- vegetarians.  
 
Among the 30 cases 40% of cases have maapadithal in their tongue and 10% of 
cases have vedippu in their tongue. The tongue niram of the 93.3 % of cases were 
veluppu i.e. pallorness of the tongue. 86.6 % of cases have kaippu taste; only about    
13.3 % of cases have pulippu taste in their tongue. 
 
 The Udal niram of the 40 % of cases were Manjal niram i.e. wheatish color and 
33.3 % of cases have veluppu niram.  The mozhi of the 66.6 % of cases were Uratthaoli.  
 
  Most of the 93.3 % of cases have Veluppu nira vizhi i.e. pallorness of the eye. 
All the 30 cases have kan erichal.  
 
              The Meikuri of the 80% of cases have migu veppa udal nilai and increased 
viyarvai. All the 30 cases have tenderness in the external anal mass.  
               The Naadi panbhu of the 100 % of cases were puranadai and kalathal character. 
The Naadi nadai of the 80 % of cases were Azhal vali and 20% of cases have valiazhal 
naadi.  
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               The Thanami of Malam of 86.6 % of cases were sikkal and siruthal and   13.3 % 
of cases have kalichal thanmai and also 3.3 % of cases have kirumi i.e. klebsilla in her 
motion. 
 
               The Neerkuri of the 30 cases are Manjal niram i.e. color of the urine is dark 
yellow i.e. ++, (or) reddish yellow i.e. +++. 33.3 % of cases have reduced nurai of urine 
i.e. Foam + and all the 30 cases have normal edai, enjal (alavu) of urine output. 
 
               The Neikuri of the 80 % of cases were Mothirathil aravam and 20 % of cases 
have Aravil mothiram. All the 30 cases show mellena paraval character i.e. slow spread.   
 
               Among the uyir thathukkal the deranged vathams were praanan, Abaanan, 
Samaanan, viyanan, kiruharan and dhevathathan. 
 
             The deranged pithams were analam, ranjagam, prasagam and saathagam.  The 
deranged kabams were kilethakabam, pothagam and tharpagam.  
 
             The deranged Udal thathukkal were Saarum, Senner, Oon, Kozhuppu followed 
by enbu and moolai. 
 
             The rasi of the 23.3 % of cases were viruchigam i.e. Scorpio, 10 % of cases were 
Simma rasi.  These rasi patients more prone to Moolapitham. 
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              The Natchathiram of the 13.3 % of cases were kettai and 10 % of cases have 
Anusham, 6.6 % of cases have pooram and 3.3 % of cases have Maham natchathiram.  
 
              The degree of  Moola mulai of 53.3% % of cases were 7 ‘o’ clock position and 
16.6 % of cases have 3 ‘o’ clock position.  
 
              The manikkadai nool of the 40 % of cases were 11 ½. viral kadai alavu. 
 
              Most of the Moolapitham patients were affected in illavenir kaalam and Neithal 
nilam. 
The haemoglobin  estimation of the 36.66% of cases were ranging from 10.1- 
11.0 gms %. 30% of csaes have ranging from 9.1- 10 gms %. 
 
      The Moolapitham closely correlate with External piles in modern aspect.  
 
The Deranged 96 thathuvams are as follows, 
 
               In Iympoothams, earth, water, fire, air and space are affected. 
 
               In Iymporigal, Mei and vai are affected and produce external mass in the anus 
and presense of pulippu or kaippu taste in the tongue. 
 
              In kanmethiriyam, Eruvai is affected and produces constipation or loose stools. 
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              In Anthakaranam, manam is affected, followed by puththi, siddham ahankaram 
and arivu are deranged. 
 
             Among the 10 Naadigal, guhu is affected. In Aasayam, the amarvasayam, 
pakirvasayam and malaasayam are affected. They produce reduced appetite, reduced 
absorption of food and external mass in the anus respectively. 
 
              In kosam, the annamayakosam and pranamayakosam are affected  results in 
seven physical constituents are deranged and  produce constipation (or) loose stools. 
 
              In Aatharams, the moolaathaaram is affected and produce constipation or loose 
stools. 
  Among Gunam, thamo gunam is affected and produces drowsiness and sluggish 
ness. 
 
Differential Diagnosis: 
 
1. Raktha moolam: 
                     Though the patients have painful external mass in the anal region, they do 
not show the following symptoms such as protrusion of pile mass during defaecation, 
bleeding per rectum, the pile mass is coverd by mucous membrance. So, the author 
concludes that this is not a “Raktha Moolam”. 
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2. Aasanavai Seezhlkatti: 
                    Though the patients have pain in the anal region , they do not have the 
following symptoms such as Swelling near the anal region, pus discharge from the 
abscess, fever, difficult to sit. So, the author concludes that this is not a ‘Aasanavai 
Seezlkatti’. 
 
3. Aasanavai Vedippu: 
                   Though the patients have pain and irritation in the anal region, they do not 
show the symptoms like stools passes with streaks of blood on defaecation. So, the author 
concludes that this is not a ‘Aasanavai Vedippu’. 
 
4. Pavuthiram: 
                 Though the patients have severe pain in tha anal region , they do  not have the 
symptoms such as history of intermittent swelling with pain , discomfort and discharge 
and sinus  in the perianal region. So, the author concludes that this is not a ‘Pavuthiram’. 
 
5. Vireki Adithallal: (Rectal prolapse) 
                  Though the patients complaints that some mass is felt in rectal region, the 
mass do not extend and not only in the defeacation time and is not reduce spontaneously 
or require digital reduction. So, the author concludes that this is not a ‘Vireki Adithallal’. 
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CONCLUSION 
“«ï£Œï£® «ï£Œ ºî™ ï£® Ü¶îE‚°‹ 
 õ£Œï£® õ£ŒŠð„ ªêò™” 
- F¼‚°øœ 
Every disease must be identified from the root cause itself. It is the main duty of the 
physician to bring out the causes of the disease and then the manifestations. Then only, 
the treatment attain fulfillment, when the primary cause is clarified.            
                 
Firstly, the author prepared a protocol for this study work. Then the study was 
undertaken in 30 selected cases of both male and female in the OPD / IPD of AyothiDoss 
Pandithar Hospital of the National Institute of Siddha, Chennai- 47, With the clinical 
symptoms of flatulence with diarrhea, Hat’red, excited with over anger, external mass in 
the anus, cramping pain in the posterior aspect of the thigh pallorness, edema, 
drowsiness, sluggishness and burning sensation in the eyes.     
      
 It is one of the study work based on “Moola Pitham” disease explained by yugi 
vaithiya chinthamani to reveal, the etiology, Envagaithervu, Nilam, Kaalam, Sothidam 
and Manikkadai nool. 
 
 By the out come of the result of this study work “Moolapitham” is a disease 
caused by predominantly vitiated pitha humour. From this it is clear, to prevent the 
‘Moola pitham’, one should avoid the causes mentioned in the pitha noigal. Neithal nilam 
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is more prone to produce Moola Pitham disease. So, people who are living in neithal 
nilam should keep the preventing aspects mentioned in this study. 
 
             The viruchigam rasi persons were more prone to affect by this disease. So, this 
rasi persons should take care for their well being. 
 
 The Pitha kaalam i.e. age group between 34 to 66 yrs are mostly affected. 
Ilavenir and Mudhuvenir kaalam are more prone to produce this disease. So, people 
should alert to prevent the disease during this period. 
 
The people who suffer from Pitha diseases use the herbs which are grown in their 
living areas which have got plenty of medicinal values. By using these herbs, the 
intensity of the diseases is getting reduced and hence they get the best remedies  from the 
medicinal herbs. 
 
 Though, there are many medicines in our siddha literature for moola noigal, the 
internal medicine for MoolaPitham is mentioned only in Thanvandhiri vaithiyam. The 
author, in her study has “Moolapugai” as a external medicine as per vaithiya 
chinthamani, shows tremendous results in reducing the pile mass. 
 
From this study, the author concludes that Moolapitham can be diagnosed by 
Envagaithervu, Nilam, Kaalam , Sothidam and clinical symptoms 
 
 
                  
 
               
                        Neer Kuri and Nei Kuri of the  patient (Serial No- 22) 
 
               Picture showing Manjal nira Neer with Mothirathil Aravam 
 
 
               
 
 
                                  Moola Mulai of the patient (Serial No- 20) 
 
                 Picture showing 7 ‘o’clock position of Moola Mulai                                         
Naa:  
                           
                                       
Patient (Serial No. – 8) Picture showing pallor ness of the Tongue with Maapadithal. 
 
                          
   Patient  (Serial No.25) Picture showing pallor ness of the Tongue with     
fissure. 
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         NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SIDDHA, CHENNAI-47 
 
A STUDY TO ACCESS THE DIAGNOSTIC ABILITY 
OF SIDDHA SYSTEM FOR MOOLAPITHAM 
        
DIAGNOSTIC PROFORMA FOR MOOLAPITHAM 
  
 
1. I.P / O.P.No                2. Bed No                              3. S.No                                        
  
4. Name                 5. Age (yr)                     6. Gender M   F   
   
7. Occupation           
 
8. Permanent Address      
 
 
 
9. Complaints and Duration   
 
 
 
10. History of Present Illness  
 
 
 
11. Family History           1. No                  2.Yes                      
12. Menstrual History      1. Normal           2. Abnormal  
13. Food Habit   1. Veg                 2. Non Veg   
 
    GENERAL ETIOLOGY FOR MOOLAPITHAM 
                                                              1. YES           2. NO 
14. Increased intake of Pulippu Suvai      
   15. Increased intake of Kaarpu Suvai      
   16. Increased intake of Uppu Suvai      
   17. Increased intake of Kizhangu vagaigal     
              (Except Karunnai Kizhangu) 
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                                                                      1. YES          2. NO 
18. Intake of uncooked food      
   19. Resisting appetite       
20. Stress and strain       
   21. Increased anger       
   22. Insomnia          
   23. Perverted sexual contact      
   24. Over exposure to heat and sun     
   25.  Riding for prolonged period     
     
ENVAGAI THERVU 
      NAADI (KAI KURI)            
      I. Naadi Nithanam        
26. Kalam       
1. Kaarkaalam             2. Koothirkaalam                            
3. Munpanikkaalam      4. Pinpanikkaalam           
         5. Ilavenirkaalam           6. Muduvenirkaalam     
                      
27. Desam              1. Kulir           2. Veppam   
28. Vayadhu           1. 1-33yrs      2. 33-66yrs      3. 66-100yrs 
29. Udal Vannmai  1. Iyyalbu      2. Valivu         3. Melivu       
30. Vannmai    1. Vannmai    2.  Menmai     
31. Panbhu 
  1.Thannadai                2. Puranadai         3. Illaitthal       
 4. Kathitthal               5. Kuthitthal         6. Thullal       
          7. Azhutthal               8.  Padutthal          9. Kalatthal    
          10. Munnokku              11. Pinnokku        12. Suzhalal                                       
         13. Pakkamnokku   
 
 32. II. Naadi nadai 
 
           1.Vali                 2. Azhal               3. Iyyam        
          4. Vali azhal         5. Azhal vali        6. Iyya vali     
           7. Vali iyyam       8. Azhal iyyam            9. Iyya azhal 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    NAA 
33. Maapadinthiruthal 1. Present      2. Absent       
34. Niram                 1. Karuppu     2. Manjal        3.Veluppu      
35. Suvai                 1. Pulippu    2.Kaippu         3. Inippu         
36. Vedippu             1. Absent        2. Present     
37. Vai neer ooral       1. Normal   2. Increased      3. Reduced      
  
38. NIRAM         
                                 1. Karuppu      2. Manjal     3. Veluppu          
39. MOZHI 
 Oli             1. Sama oli      2. Urattha oli3. Thazhntha oli 
 
     VIZHI 
40. Niram (Venvizhi)       
           1. Karuppu       2. Manjal       
         3. Sivappu     4. Veluppu  
41. Kanneer               1. Present             2. Absent     
      42. Erichchal                  1. Present                        2. Absent     
      43. Peelai seruthal          1. Present                        2. Absent          
      
      MEI KURI (SPARISAM) 
44. Veppam                1. Mitham     2. Migu     3. Thatpam     
45. Viyarvai               1. Increased 2. Normal   3. Reduced     
46. Thodu vali           1. Absent       2. Present    
47. Mulai kaanal       1. Absent       2. Present   
 
      MALAM 
48. Niram                   1. Karuppu          2. Manjal       
           3. Sivappu        4.Veluppu   
49. Sikkal                       1. Present         2. Absent    
50. Sirutthal                   1. Present          2. Absent    
51. kalichchal                 1. Present         2. Absent    
52. Seetham                    1. Present         2. Absent    
53. Vemmai                    1. Present         2. Absent   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NEER KURI 
54. Niram         1.Venmai        2. Manjal        3.Crystalclear   
55. Manam         1. Present         2. Absent        
56. Nurai            1. Nil               2. Reduced      3. Increased   
57. Edai (Ganam1. Normal        2. Increased     3. Reduced    
58. Enjal(Alavu) 1. Normal       2. Increased     3. Reduced    
 
59. NEI  KURI             
   1. Aravam       2. Mothiram                   
         3. Muthu       4. Aravil mothiram     
   5. Aravilmuthu      6. Mothirathil muthu   
   7. Mothirathilaravam  8. Muthilaravam         
   9. Muthilmothiram    10. Asathiyam             
                              11.Mellena paraval      
 
60. MANIKADAI NOOL (Viral kadai alavu)  
 
 
      IMPORIGAL / IMPULANGAL 
            1. Normal     2. Affected   
61. Mei     
62. Vai      
63. Kan     
64. Mooku      
65. Sevi     
 
      KANMAENTHIRIYAGAL/ KANMAVIDAYANGAL 
              1. Normal    2. Affected    
66. Kai    
67. Kaal    
68. Vai     
69. Eruvai    
70. Karuvai 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UYIR THATHUKAL 
      I. VALI                    1. Normal       2. Affected 
71. Pranan (Uyirkkaal)        
72. Abanan (Keezh nokku kaal)       
73. Samanan (Naduk kaal)        
74. Uthanan  (Mel nokku kaal)       
75. Viyanan (Paravu kaal)          
76. Naahan                         
77. Koorman        
78. Kiruharan          
79. Devathathan        
80. Dhananjeyan        
        II. AZHAL                  1. Normal       2. Affected 
81. Analarpitham(Aakku anal)                   
82. Ranjagapitham(Vanna eri)       
83. Alosagam (Nokku anal)          
84. Prasagam (Ul oli thee)      
85. Saathaham(Aatral angi)        
       III. IYYAM                 1. Normal   2. Affected  
86. Avalambagam(Ali iyam)        
87. Kilethagam(Neerpi iyam)        
88. Pothagam(Suvai kaan iyam)     
89. Tharpagam(Niraivu iyam)        
90. Santhigam(Ondri iyam)      
UDAL THATHUKKAL 
   1. Normal    2. Affected  
91. Saaram              
92. Senneer         
93. Oon             
94. Kozhuppu       
95. Enbu           
96. Moolai          
97. Sukilam /Suronitham  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MUKKUTRA MIGU GUNAM 
        I. Vali migu gunam              1. Present    2. Absent   
98. Emaciation               
99. Body colour –Black                         
100. Desire to take hot food            
101. Shivering of body              
102. Abdominal distension             
103. Constipation              
104. Insomnia               
105. Weakness              
106. Weakness of sense organs      
107. Giddiness               
108. Ukkam inmai             
  
         II. Pitham migu gunam     1. Present     2. Absent   
109. Yellow colouration of the skin      
110. Yellow colouration of the eye     
111. Yellow colouration of urine      
112. Yellow colouration of faeces      
113. Increased  appetite       
114. Increased thirst        
115. Burning sensation in the body     
116. Slumber                 
        III. Kapham migu gunam    1. Present     2. Absent   
117. Increased salivary secreation     
118. Reduced activeness                 
119. Heaviness of the body     
120. Body colour –White               
121. Chillness of the body       
122. Reduced appetite                                                  
123. Cough         
124. Eraippu        
125. Increased sleep              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126. NOI UTRA KALAM  
  1. Kaarkaalam          2. Koothirkaalam          
  3. Munpanikkaalam  4. Pinpanikkaalam        
  5. Ilavenirkaalam     6. Muduvenirkaalam 
 
127. NOI UTRA NILAM 
             1. Kurinji      2. Mullai     3. Marutham    
   4. Neithal   5. Palai     
128. Date of Birth:  
 
129. Time of Birth: 
 
 
130. Place of birth: 
 
131. Rasi        
1. Mesham         2. Rishabam       3. Midhunam               
4. Katakam          5. Simmam         6. Kanni            
       7. Thulam           8. Viruchiham     9. Dhanusu        
       10. Maharam     11. Kumbam       12. Meenam   
        00. Not known   
 
132. Natchathiram  
 1. Aswini              2. Barani                    3. Karthikai                
 4. Rohini               5. Mirugaseeridam    6. Thiruvathirai   
          7. Punarpoosam    8. Poosam                  9. Ayilyam           
         10. Makam            11. Pooram               12. Utthiram         
       13. Astham             14. Chithirai             15. Swathi            
         16. Visakam          17. Anusam              18. Kettai              
       19. Moolam            20. Pooradam          21. Uthiradam       
        22. Thiruvonam      23. Avittam             24. Sadayam        
      25. Poorattathi        26. Uthirattathi        27. Revathi           
       00. Not known     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CLINICAL SYMPTOMS OF MOOLAPITHAM    
 
  1. Present       2. Absent    
133. Flatulence with Diarrhoea        
134. Hat’red                                                                  
135. Excited with over anger       
136. External mass in the anus        
137. Cramping pain in the post.asp.of the thigh    
138. Pallorness                  
139. Edema                   
140. Drowsiness                                   
141. Sluggishness         
142. Burning sensation in the eyes               
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
